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Dear Reader,
We look back on the year 2014 as one, in which all the

novations covering all aspects of packaging, inspection,

business divisions within our company have seen posi-

labelling and marking, including a turnkey end-to-end

tive development. This is testament to the fact that we

line for packing food. In line with the exhibition theme

are offering packaging solutions, which meet the require-

of “Resource efficiency”, all the machines shown fea-

ments of our markets. The level of orders received at the

tured intelligent process and die technology, which

beginning of this year has also met our expectations.

creates higher efficiency, particularly with regard to

In order to further optimise the availability and delivery

packaging material consumption. With the R 105 MF

times of our spare parts, we are currently building our new

thermoforming packaging machine, we presented for the

Logistics Center. This expansion is due to come into oper-

first time an entry-level model for producing MultiFresh™

ation by the middle of next year. It is the first step in the

vacuum skin packs, as well as also for the first time a

realignment of our logistics concept and further centers in

complete portfolio of MultiFresh™ films, which have

other regions of the world are in the planning stage.

been optimised for this application.

In addition to this, we are sytematically investing in

These and other topics are presented to you in our

the worldwide expansion of our sales and service organ-

current UPDATE edition - I wish you a lot of enjoyment

isations in which more than 2,500 staff already work to-

while reading it.

day. We are also increasingly equipping our sales companies with local capacity for the overhaul of wearing parts

„WE ARE SYSTEMATICALLY INVESTING IN THE WORLDWIDE

such as heating and sealing plates. This enables us to

EXPANSION OF OUR SALES AND SERVICE ORGANISATIONS.“

customers.

further improve our services and availability locally for our
One of the high points in our exhibition calendar for
this year was Anuga FoodTec. There, we showcased in-

Yours sincerely,
Hans-Joachim Boekstegers
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MULTIVAC continues to expand its traysealer portfolio to cover all the different market
requirements. These include, for example, the further development of the die formats
available, as well as the development of solutions for producing vacuum skin packs for
products that have a high product protrusion.
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MULTIVAC BELGIUM IS ORGANISING AN OPEN HOUSE EVENT

G

uests are very welcome: For the second time MULTIVAC Belgium will be opening its doors to visitors from
the 2nd to the 20th of March for an Open House Event. Following a successful event that took place last year,

customers and interested parties have been invited this year over a period of three weeks to visit the showroom at
any time and to learn about the latest developments from MULTIVAC. The focus will be on the R 085 thermoforming
packaging machine, the T 300 Skin and T 600 traysealers, the BASELINE L 300 labeller and various chamber machines.
This Open House Event will demonstrate the many different packaging possibilities, meeting all the individual customer requirements.

MULTIVAC ORGANISES A WORKSHOP ABOUT
ALL ASPECTS OF FISH PACKING

F

ish products in focus: What is important in the packaging of fish?
What principles need to be taken into account to ensure that a hy-

gienic, non-contaminated product is packed? And what solutions does
MULTIVAC provide specifically for the fishing industry? These questions
were addressed at the beginning of November by a group of visitors
from Senegal in a one-day seminar at MULTIVAC in Wolfertschwenden.
In addition to a tour of the plant, presentations and discussions on
“Packaging of Fish and Hygiene” and “Marketing & Trends” were on
the programme. During a machine demonstration in the Training & Innovation Center, the participants were able to learn first hand how the
packaging procedure for food is carried out on the different types of
machines – from chamber machines through to thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers. The visitors were also interested in the

MULTIVAC CHILE AND
MULTIVAC BOLIVIA MOVE
INTO NEWLY REFURBISHED PREMISES

C

onversion completed: The daughter company in Santiago de Chile

was modernised in 2014, and the big-

development of new packaging solutions – especially for their projects

ger part of the asset was refurbished.

– and the service that MULTIVAC can offer in this regard.

Not only were existing areas renovated during the conversion, but also

MULTIVAC UK STARTS A LARGE CONVERSION PROGRAM

I

new workplaces and communal areas
were created. The work was completed in December 2014. The building was

mproved equipment for more customer benefit:

The Innovation Center will also be equipped with a ded-

equipped in 2006 for around 20 staff,

MULTIVAC House in Rivermead Swindon has under-

icated test kitchen, extended trial and demonstration ar-

and it now offers space for 62 people,

gone several renovations since the company moved in

eas, and a chilled packing room. This room will significant-

as well as an improved warehouse area.

during the late 1980s. As part of the new modernisation

ly expand the options for carrying out packaging tests.

initiative, beginning in February 2015, an investment

It will be possible to completely control the room tem-

Conversion also took place in October

of two million pounds was made. This initiative will

perature, and there will also be a hygiene gate like those

2014 at MULTIVAC Bolivia in Santa Cruz

create a facility that is unique within the UK packaging in-

that are typical in the food sector. Another feature that

de la Sierra. The Bolivian subsidiary has

dustry. Once this initiative is complete, the premises will

will be included is a changing room and cold storage for

a showroom, spare parts warehouse

have facilities that no other market participant is capable

packages. This will allow customers to conduct shelf life

and a number of workplaces over a to-

of offering.

tests, as well as produce sample products that can be

tal surface area of 100 square metres.

Phase one will focus on the expansion of the train-

consumed for quality assurance purposes.

ing facilities. This expansion will consist of training room

The second phase of the conversion program will

upgrades, as well as a dedicated room for practical train-

see the revamping of the offices for a growing number

ing. Great focus will be placed on the installation of the

of staff. In future, MULTIVAC UK is planning to regularly

latest audio-video technology for this area. Phase one of

open its doors to visitors, allowing them to learn all about

the modernisation initiative is scheduled to be completed

the MULTIVAC products on offer.

in July 2015.
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MULTIVAC COOKS FOR CUSTOMERS

U

ncomplicated cooking: The Korean food industry

als that were freshly cooked for them. The seminar was

continues to place more focus on the production

complemented by a demonstration of Mylar® COOK.

of convenient food. As a result of this trend, in Novem-

The consumable material, which has been specially

ber, MULTIVAC Korea organised a seminar on the topics

developed for this packaging concept, was shown run-

of “Sous-vide cooking” and “Mylar® COOK” for more

ning on a thermoforming packaging machine - and sub-

than 80 visitors from the food sector. The participants

sequently the tasty products, which had been packed

learned about sous-vide cooking and they were able

in Mylar® COOK film and cooked for the guests on site,

to see the advantages of the process through the me-

were offered for tasting.

MULTIVAC SPAIN@BTA

T

rade fair date: From 21 to 24 April MULTIVAC Spain will be represented at Bta 2015 with a 400 square metre
stand. The trade fair, which is organised on a three-year cycle, will take place on the Gran Via exhibition site in Bar-

celona. MULTIVAC will be showing a wide range of packaging solutions for the food sector - from chamber machines
(BASELINE P 200) and chamber belt machines (B 210) right up to traysealers (T 600 and T 800) and thermoforming packaging machines, such as the R 535, R 085 and BASELINE F 200. The visitors will also be able to learn about the packaging technologies of Mylar® COOK, which was specially developed for cooking food at a high temperature range, and
MultiFresh™ for producing vacuum skin packs.

THE MULTIVAC FACTORY IN LECHASCHAU CELEBRATES ITS 40TH ANNIVERSARY AND OPENS A NEW TRAINING CENTER

D

ouble reason for celebrating: On the occasion

the constantly rising demand in the high-technology

of its 40th company anniversary, the MULTIVAC

area with our own personnel. It is for this reason, that

Maschinenbaugesellschaft in Lechaschau issued an in-

the training of our own skilled technicians has always

vitation at the beginning of November for a celebration,

had a high priority for us”, says Andreas Schaller, CEO of

as part of which the newly constructed Training Center

MULTIVAC Maschinenbaugesellschaft in Lechaschau.

was officially inaugurated. The new building has a surface

“We want to enable our apprentices to have a training

area of 1,000 square metres, and it enables the appren-

qualification in state-of-the-art workplaces. Thanks to the

tice workshop and the laboratory for mechatronic tech-

newly constructed Training Center, we can optimise the

nicians to be extended. This means 20 additional train-

training opportunities and offer additional apprenticeship

ing places can be offered. “It is our aspiration to meet

places”.
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MULTIVAC SPAIN ORGANISES AN
IN-HOUSE EXHIBITION

F

ood in focus: At the beginning of November
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TEN YEARS OF MULTIVAC IN SOUTH
AFRICA

A

nniversary celebrations: Together, with selected
customers, suppliers and media representatives,

MULTIVAC South Africa will celebrate in April 10 years

INTERNAL RELOCATION AT MULTIVAC RESALE & SERVICE

I

nternal relocation and reorganisation: MULTIVAC Resale & Service, the Service Center for second-hand machines,

MULTIVAC Spain presented products and solutions,

of its existence at its headquarters in Heidelberg in

which covered all aspects of packaging for processed

South Africa. The daughter company has grown contin-

food, as part of an in-house exhibition over four days.

uously in the last decade, and today it is also represent-

duction halls. The assembly and overhaul of dies, together with PTFE coating and wiring, will in future be carried out in

Around 110 visitors from different food sectors took

ed by subsidiaries in Cape Town, Durban and Namibia.

the “Die assembly department” in Halls 4 and 5. General pre-assembly and final installation will be merged and carried

up the invitation. A different product group featured

“We owe our success in South Africa primarily to our

out in the “Machine construction” department in Halls 1, 2 and 3.

on the agenda on each of the four days of the event

committed staff who always offer our customers out-

- from “Cheese and dairy products” to “Smoked pro-

standing service”, sums up Alex Ferguson, Managing

ducts” and “Cooked products” and finally “Fresh meat

Director of MULTIVAC South Africa.

overhauls and conversions, will relocate its departments in the Spring of 2015. Due to the expansion in recent years,

it has become necessary to reallocate the production areas. Storage halls 4 and 5 have already been converted to pro-

and ready meals”. Following a tour around the factory,
participants learned about the packaging solutions that
were relevant to their products and applications, and
then they were able to exchange information with the
MULTIVAC technicians. There was also a display of
Mylar® COOK, a technology by which food is prepared
ready to cook and then packed in a special film, which
enables it to be heated in the pack. The event was
supported by outside partners from the packaging industry, among these Carburos Metalicos, el Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), Krehalon
Industrie, PHH Proveedora, la Universitat Politècnica de
València and Weber Maschinenbau.

MULTIVAC BUILDS A NEW LOGISTICS CENTER IN WOLFERTSCHWENDEN

R

Ground-breaking Ceremony (from left to right):
Daniel Schmid, architect ds-architektur und stadtplanung; Christian
Traumann CFO MULTIVAC; Karl Fleschhut, mayor of Wolfertschwenden; Michael Kolbe, Protestant pastor of Woringen; Hans-Joachim
Boekstegers, CEO MULTIVAC; Hans-Joachim Weirather, chief
administrative officer of the Landkreis Unterallgäu; Guido Spix,
CTO MULTIVAC; Peter Groll, Management Kutter
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ealignment of the logistics concept: At the end of

MULTIVAC. “One of MULTIVAC’s success factors is the

October, the MULTIVAC Management Board turned

fact that we provide a seamless spare parts supply world-

the first spade of earth at an official ceremony for a new

wide for our installed machines. When the new Logistics

Logistics Center in Wolfertschwenden. The investment

Center comes into operation, we will be able to further

amounts to 11.9 million euros. The Logistics Center will

optimise the availability and delivery times for our spare

have a surface area of 5,400 square metres, and it will be

parts. At the same time there will be benefits in the sup-

equipped with the latest and most efficient warehouse

ply of materials for the manufacture of our packaging ma-

systems. Completion is planned for the end of 2015.

chines here at the Wolfertschwenden location. “ The new

“With this investment, we want to further optimise the

Logistics Center is the first step in the realignment of the

spare parts supply to our 17 European daughter com-

logistics concept, and further centres in other regions are

panies”, explains Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, CEO of

in the planning stage.

FOCUS

MULTIFRESH™ –
COMPLETE
SOLUTION FOR
PERFECT VACUUM
SKIN PACKS
MULTIVAC OFFERS SOLUTIONS FROM ONE SOURCE FOR
PRODUCING VACUUM SKIN PACKS - THESE INCLUDE BOTH THE
PACKAGING MACHINES AND THE FILMS.
MULTIVAC has further expanded its machine range and, in cooperation with leading film
manufacturers, approved a range of films that enable high-quality packs to be produced.

FOCUS

E

njoy high-quality products: Health-conscious

extended shelf life for the product. Since the upper web

consumers continue reaching for bio meat, fish

is sealed to the entire surface of the lower web or tray,

from sustainable sources, selected fine pâtés,

liquid is also prevented from leaching out of the product.

or ready meals made from natural ingredients.

The food is fixed firmly to the base of the pack or tray so

For several years now, food manufacturers and the retail

that it can not slide around, and it can be presented at the

sector have increased their use of vacuum skin packs, al-

point of sale as either a stand-up pack, a hanging pack or

lowing these foods to be more attractively packaged and

a conventional horizontal pack. If vacuum skin packs are

have the maximum possible shelf life.

stored in the freezer, they also provide reliable protection

MULTIVAC has recently expanded its standard range with

against freezer burn.

the R 105 MF entry-level model, which is designed for

This process involves the upper web of the pack being

Entry-level model for vacuum skin packs

draped without tension over the product like a second skin

The vacuum skin process is not only suitable for hard-

the economical production of high-quality vacuum skin

so that it is not deformed and retains its natural appear-

er and more stable products such as steaks, sausages,

packs in small and medium-sized batches. The machine

ance. Even products with sharp or hard features, such as

cheese or frozen foods, it can also be used for soft foods

has been equipped with heating and chain guidance for

bones or shells, can be packed securely and reliably with

like fish, pâté or thin fillets.

the upper web. The integrated upper web chain guidance

this process. The vacuum in the pack contributes to an

ensures that the film is firmly guided right into the sealing
station. There, the film is heated up once more before being draped, without creases, over the product and sealed
to the entire surface of the lower web. The R 105 MF has

MULTIFRESH™ MACHINE RANGE

the same technical equipment as the large machine models, making it possible even for small-scale manufacturers

Vacuum skin packs offer food manufacturers a wide range of possible applications. As a long-standing partner of the

to start using vacuum skin packs.

food industry, MULTIVAC has used its many years of experience in vacuum skin packaging to offer a very comprehensive range with MultiFresh™. In addition to thermoforming packaging machines, MULTIVAC also offers solutions for

Packaging solutions for products with

producing vacuum skin packs on traysealers.

a high protrusion

MultiFresh™ thermoformed packaging solutions

net, which is pulled in all four directions. This means that

MULTIVAC also offers a packaging solution for packing

W

the film remains permanently under tension across the

high products of up to 120 mm. For this, MULTIVAC equips

hile standard trays with sufficient di-

machine running direction. This procedure ensures there

the MultiFresh™ thermoforming packaging machine with

mensions

traysealers,

is a high level of process reliability, while delivering very

an additional upper web forming station. The R 575 MF

MultiFresh™ thermoformed packs are

high pack quality irrespective of the machine speed”,

PRO forms the upper web before it is transported into the

more flexible in their design, since both

says Thomas Fickler, Product Manager for skin packs

sealing die. The thermoformed film is heated once again

at MULTIVAC.

in the dome of the sealing die, before being draped over

are

used

on

the lower web and upper web are run on the machine

the product. This innovative procedure ensures that in the

from a roll of film. This means, for example, packs can be
produced with individually formed contours or other fea-

MultiFresh™ standard machine range

product that is to be packed. The additional heating makes

tures. Thermoformed packs can also be provided with an
easy-open corner so the consumer can open them easily.

The MultiFresh™ machine range meets all the require-

the film sufficiently elastic, so that it can cling around the

The base of the pack can also be designed to the custom-

ments of pack size, output and level of automation. The

product tightly and without creases. Thanks to the special

er’s individual requirements, for example with ribbing,

standard program includes the R 175, R 275 and R 575

upper web forming station, packs can be produced with a

special radii, base embossing or other design features,

thermoforming packaging machines, the semi-automatic

product protrusion of up to 90 mm.

which are intended to provide rigidity to the pack or en-

T 200 and T 250 traysealers, as well as the fully automatic

Vacuum skin packs with high product protrusion can

hance the external appearance or brand awareness.

T 300, T 600, T 700, T 800 and T 850 traysealers. Thanks

also be produced on traysealers with Tray MultiFresh™

to the simple die change, all the machines can quickly be

PRO. For this, the T 800 is equipped with a die in which

converted for different pack sizes and shapes.

packs with a product protrusion of up to 100 mm can be

The pack cavity of MultiFresh™ thermoformed packs
is typically 5 - 10 mm deep, and the product protrudes
above the pack cavity, allowing it to be presented very

run. A die change with the mobile die trolley can be car-

attractively. The pack cavities are thermoformed and then

ried out just as quickly as previously. This means that oth-

filled either manually or automatically, following which

er packs can also be produced on the T 800 without addi-

the packs are then sealed under vacuum over the en-

tional work to convert the pack. Existing machines can be

tire surface in the MultiFresh™ sealing die. Cutting units

retrofitted without problems for this application, without

then give the pack the desired contours and finished

the footprint of the machine or line being increased.

pack shape. The integrated upper web chain guidance on
MultiFresh™ thermoforming packaging machines ensures that the upper web is firmly guided right into the
sealing station. “The upper web chain guidance holds
the film on the right and left sides like a rescue safety
16

sealing die the upper web already has the shape of the
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MULTIFRESH™: COMPLETE SKIN FILM RANGE

V

acuum skin packs only unfold their full po-

The films also had to be available in various colours and

also characterised by its many years of application exper-

tential however, if the upper and lower web

capable of being printed.

tise in food packaging.

materials are ideally matched to the packaging

As part of the approval process, the materials were

The upper and lower webs approved by MULTIVAC

machine and the product. In cooperation with

also thoroughly tested on MultiFresh™ packaging ma-

combine functional benefits with outstanding visual prop-

several film manufacturers, MULTIVAC has put together

chines. “The series of tests were based on standardised

erties. They provide a high level of pack quality and an

its own film range for producing vacuum skin packs, which

procedures in which we extensively tested both the

attractive product presentation. The materials can be run

is marketed under the brand name of MultiFresh™. When

functional and visual properties of the films”, says Thom-

on MULTIVAC packaging machines without machine pa-

selecting and approving the upper webs, the following

as Fickler, Product Manager for skin applications at

rameters having to be altered. All MultiFresh™ films com-

criteria were among those taken into consideration:

MULTIVAC. The tests were designed to answer the

ply with the current requirements and regulations for the

•

Visual properties: The upper webs should have maxi-

following questions: What is the stretch and shrink be-

food processing industry.

mum transparency and a high degree of gloss

haviour of the film? Does it drape cleanly over the edges

“We have trust in the experience and innovation lead-

Mechanical properties such as puncture resistance so

of the product? Does it enclose the bottom of the prod-

ership of the film manufacturers, that our MultiFresh™

that even sharp products or those with bone can be

uct precisely? How does it behave during the sealing

film range will continue to be further developed”, says

packed

process: are creases formed, can the packs be opened

Thomas Fickler. “The high level of expertise in the advice

Stretch and shrink properties for packing products

easily? What influence does the pack have on the shelf

given by MULTIVAC staff also ensures our customers re-

with high protrusion or with a shape that is not stable

life of the product?

ceive the optimum system for their products. Customers

•

•
•

Sealing properties: Achieving a complete seal of the

When carrying out these series of tests, MULTIVAC

can test various packaging solutions and materials with

was able to draw on its extensive know-how in vacuum

their own products in our Training & Innovation Center in

The criteria for the approval of the lower webs included

skin packaging technology: the company has the largest

Wolfertschwenden”.

their barrier properties, the availability of different sealing

machine portfolio in the market and was one of the first

systems, skin peel and tear peel, as well as their thermal

manufacturers to offer thermoforming packaging ma-

properties (e.g. films for high-temperature applications).

chines for producing vacuum skin packs. MULTIVAC is

MultiFresh™ upper webs

MultiFresh™ lower webs

The skin upper webs are available in various thicknesses

The MultiFresh™ range of lower web products is com-

and have been designed for different product shapes and

prised of APET and PS composites and covers a wide

heights. This means it is possible to pack products that

spectrum in terms of its mechanical and barrier proper-

have flat, medium-high or high profiles, as well as food

ties, along with different peel systems. In order to make

with irregular contours. The possible applications range

the packs distinctive, MultiFresh™ lower webs are also

from flat pieces of meat to dry products such as sausag-

available in different colours as well as in metallised ver-

es or pieces of cheese. Other special applications, such

sions.

upper web to the lower web

as fresh fish that may have to be packed in films with low

Both the upper and lower webs can be printed. It is

barrier, can be produced with the MultiFresh™ film range.

also possible to apply decorative, price or promotional

It is also possible to pack products with high protrusion

labels to the packs, as well as printing variable product

or sharp edges in MultiFresh™ with a high level of quality

and production data that can be changed manually or au-

and reliability.

tomatically.

Thanks to the high quality of the film material, users
can utilise thinner films overall than may be the case with
some competitors, meaning the packaging volume can
be reduced significantly.

FOCUS

VACUUM SKIN PACKS
IN SMALL BATCHES:
SAVES RESOURCES
AND ENSURES PROCESS RELIABILITY
THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE R 105 MULTIFRESH™

FOCUS
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he demand for vacuum skin packs has

Product innovations: R 105 compact model as a

facturers to start using vacuum skin packs. The machine

designed for a variety of product shapes and product

remained at a consistently high level for many

MultiFresh™ version

is equipped with an upper web chain guide and an upper

heights, and is available in four standard thicknesses

years. This is no surprise as this pack format

web heating. The integrated upper web chain guide guar-

(75, 100, 125 and 150 µm). The upper webs feature out-

reliably protects products and allows them to

MULTIVAC can boast many years of experience in the

antees the upper web is kept stable when being guided

standing mechanical properties, ensuring they are also

be presented attractively at the point of sale. Manufac-

vacuum skin technology area and offers a wide range

to the sealing station. The film is heated up again, be-

suitable for substitution with thicker materials without

turing these packs requires a special machine that places

of thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers

fore being placed around the packaged goods and being

compromising quality. The MultiFresh™ range of lower

the upper web around the packaged goods like a second

specially developed for this form of packaging. The latest

sealed to the lower web over its full surface.

web products is comprised of APET and PS composites

skin, without any tension, ensuring the retention of the

member of the MultiFresh™ product family is the R 105

products natural appearance. The full surface of the upper

MF compact thermoforming packaging machine, which

web is sealed to the lower web, ensuring no liquid can es-

is able to process lower webs up to 350 µm thick. The

cape from the product. The packaged food is held in place

R 105 MF is an economical solution for the production of

An extensive range of skin film products are available

in the pack, allowing it to be presented upright, hanging,

high-quality packs. The entry-level model features exactly

for MultiFresh™, which MULTIVAC has made suitable

or placed flat.

the same technical equipment as the large machine mod-

for materials made by leading film manufacturers. The

els and therefore makes it possible for small-scale manu-

MultiFresh™ range of upper web products has been

THE R 105 MF IS THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE
MULTIVAC THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
PORTFOLIO, AND IS A COMPACT MODEL DESIGNED
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF VACUUM SKIN PACKS IN
SMALL AND MEDIUM SCALE BATCHES.

The machine has been equipped with an upper web chain guide and an upper
web heating for this purpose.

and covers a wide spectrum in terms of its mechanical
Complete skin film product range

and barrier properties, along with different peel systems.

INNOVATIONS & PRODUCTS

MULTIVAC EXPANDS
ITS TRAYSEALER
PORTFOLIO
NEW TOOLING FOR A HIGHER OUTPUT

INNOVATIONS & PRODUCTS

UPDATE 1 ´15

M

ULTIVAC has now expanded the T 600
traysealer range to include a version with a
larger die format, significantly increasing the
output when compared with the die layouts

previously available. The new machine version offers all
the standard options of the T 600 and it enables MAP
packs and vacuum skin packs to be produced. The new
T 600 was presented at Anuga FoodTec 2015 as a complete packaging line. The line was equipped with a denester (MULTIVAC MTD 351 tray denester) and a MDC
(MULTIVAC Drag Chain), together with holding devices for
E-crates. The line continued with a MR831 metal detector for quality control of the packs. Labelling was carried
out by a L 301 conveyor belt labeller with an integrated
TTO 10 printer. Finally the packs were discharged onto
a rotating table (MULTIVAC MRT 100 Rotating Table).
MULTIVAC was also be presenting as an accessory the
WW 600 die changing trolley, which can be used for the
storing, transporting, lifting and moving of all the die parts.

A

n additional version has also been added
to the T 300 traysealer. This version is
equipped with a die that allows trays with
a height of up to 140 millimetres to be run,

depending on the shape of the tray. The HMI control
terminal is equipped as standard with a swing arm,
and the new T 300 also has an Intralox discharge belt.
MULTIVAC was showing the new machine at Anuga
FoodTec 2015 as a three-track version with an integrated line converger to bring the packs from three tracks
to one track. The loading area has been lengthened from
two to six loading positions. The T 300 shown had an integrated TTO 10 direct web printer. The line was similarly
be equipped with a rotating table (MRT 100). The showcasing of the T 300 was completed by the WW 300 die
changing trolley.
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AUTOMATISATION:
MAXIMUM OUTPUT
EVEN WITH INTEGRATED QUALITY
INSPECTION
MULTIVAC CONVERGING SYSTEMS FOR CHANNELISING OF PACKS

INNOVATIONS & PRODUCTS

UPDATE 1 ´15

IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE EVEN PACKAGING LINES
WITH INTEGRATED INSPECTION SYSTEMS, MULTIVAC
OFFERS TWO DIFFERENT CONVERGING SYSTEMS.
THIS ALLOWS FOR THE SEPARATION OF PACK FLOW,
AFTER THE PACKAGING MACHINE, INTO TWO ONGOING
PROCESS LINES THAT CARRY OUT THE QUALITY
INSPECTION OF THE PACKS.

C

heckweighers and metal detectors in high-output packaging lines are often seen as “bottlenecks”, since their cycle output is typically less
than the cycle output of the packaging machine.

This often results in a situation, where the maximum output of the packaging machine can not be exploited. It is
for this reason that MULTIVAC offers converging solutions (MBS solutions) which separate the pack flow into
two ongoing process lines that carry out quality inspection with checkweighers and/or metal detectors.
Here, there are two possible variants. If the packs
are discharged from the packaging machine in two-track
format, then Variant A - a spreading conveyor - is used.
The spreading conveyor widens the distance between
the two tracks of the transport conveyor, so that each of
them can be fed to an inspection solution.
If a four-track pack flow has to be reduced to two
tracks, then Variant B - a MULTIVAC MBS belt system
with subsequent spreading conveyor - is used. The MBS
first halves the number of pack tracks. Then the spreading
conveyor feeds the packs to the two inspection systems.
MULTIVAC MBS belt systems
MULTIVAC offers a wide spectrum of belt systems for
pack converging which can either be integrated into the
packaging machine or retrofitted as a stand-alone variant. They connect directly into the packaging machine
and provide a continuous pack flow to downstream line
components. Their output can be scaled precisely to the
requirements of the upstream and downstream systems.
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ECONOMICAL
PRINTER FOR
SMALL PRINT
LAYOUTS
TTO 05 THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTER

INNOVATIONS & PRODUCTS

UPDATE 1 ´15

Colour touchscreen: intuitive operation and a perfect
overview
The TTO 05 is controlled via an external 5.7 inch colour
touchscreen with an intuitive operating concept. The terminal presents, among other things, a WYSIWYG print
preview with zoom function, which makes ribbon usage
visible and provides sufficient storage capacity for a large
number of different layouts. The TTO 05 is suitable for the
printing of predefined data such as text, graphics or logos, and it also applies variable information, such as dates
and batch numbers, very reliably to the labels. Variable
real-time data allows automatic updating of time fields,
for example; shelf life data is calculated automatically.
The small thermal transfer printer is also characterised by its economical operation: The clutch-free ribbon
drive minimises the risk of ribbon breakage and therefore
greatly reducing downtime. The small distance of only
1 mm between the print for each label also reduces operating costs. The ribbon length of 600 m and the ribbon-saving function, which doubles the usage life of the
thermal transfer ribbon, also contribute to the economy
of the printer.
Consumable material: first-class quality from a
single source
Since thermal transfer printers can print on a wide variety of materials ranging from paper to plastic, MULTIVAC
Marking & Inspection offers five thermal transfer ribbons
with different wax and resin proportions for printing with
TTO models. Suitable thermal printheads of the highest
quality are also part of the product range. With expert advice, which also includes print tests and the coordination

A

optimised

WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE TTO 05 PRINTER,
MULTIVAC MARKING & INSPECTION HAS ADDED A
NEW THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTER WITH A PRINT
WIDTH OF UP TO 32 MM TO ITS PRODUCT RANGE.

of all materials used in the marking process, MULTIVAC
s the smallest thermal transfer printer from

helps its customers to achieve optimum printing results.

MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection, the TTO 05

The complete range of thermal transfer printers con-

is a cost-effective solution for print layouts

sists of the TTO 05, TTO 10 and TTO 20 models. The latter

with a maximum size of 32 x 40 mm. It is

two are designed for print widths up to 53 mm (TTO 10)

for

simple

labelling

tasks

on

convey-

or belt labellers and inline labellers from MULTIVAC

and 107 mm (TTO 20) and are operated via the control terminal of the packaging machine or the marking system.

Marking & Inspection. Since it can work both intermittently or continuously, it is suitable for a variety of applications. In the continuous print mode it reaches speeds
of up to 500 mm/s.
With thermal transfer printing, digitally controlled
heating elements heat the precise positions on the ink
ribbon, where the print is to be applied. The resin or wax

The smallest and most inexpensive TTO model prints at a resolution of 300 dpi

layer melts at the heated points on the ribbon and is trans-

and at a speed of up to 500 mm/s.

ferred to the label as visible printing. With this method,
the TTO 05 achieves a high resolution of 300 dpi, making
even small fonts legible.
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QUALITY CONTROL
WITH VISION: X-RAY
INSPECTION WITH
HIGH RESOLUTION
BASELINE I 100 X-RAY INSPECTION SYSTEM

INNOVATIONS & PRODUCTS

UPDATE 1 ´15

I

n order for customers in the consumer market to be
sure that attractive and safe packaging also contains
high-quality products at the point of sale, manufac-

X-ray inspection: versatile and safe

turers subject the packed products to quality control

before shipment. X-ray inspection systems, such as the

The use of X-ray inspection systems enables the packed

BASELINE I 100, are useful tools that detect both foreign

products to be fully monitored because the X-rays detect

bodies in the packaging as well as missing or damaged

a wide variety of materials. If the beam hits a foreign body

products.

which has a higher density than the package contents, it
can be seen as a dark spot on the image. For example,

Optimised for the food industry

if there is metal, glass, bone, stone, ceramics or dense
plastics in the food pack, it will be seen in this way. On

The MULTIVAC BASELINE I 100 works with an array of

the other hand, air pockets, cracks or voids are visible as

durable diodes, whose resolution of 0.4 mm ensures high

bright areas on the display. This means that X-ray inspec-

detection accuracy and can detect even the smallest for-

tion can also be used to determine if individual pieces in

eign body in packaging. These are displayed on a 15-inch

the pack are damaged, whether products are missing, or

colour touch screen, which also serves as the machine

if the fill level is correct.

control. In the standard version, the machine stores the
parameters of up to 100 products, but it is possible to

Advantages over quality control with

extend this if required. The programs of the extensive

metal detectors

software package not only enable foreign bodies to be
visible, but they also evaluate the monitoring of quantity,

In contrast, a metal detector only reacts to the

completeness and fill level.

presence of a metallic foreign body in the pack and it

Due to the hygienic design of the compact and inex-

allows no conclusions to be drawn about its location.

pensive BASELINE I 100 entry-level model, it is highly

The X-ray image shows the existing voids or inclusions

MARKING & INSPECTION HAS COMPLETED ITS

suitable for use in the food industry and can be integrat-

directly on the display, allowing them to be quickly re-

PORTFOLIO OF X-RAY INSPECTION SYSTEMS

ed into existing production lines. Bevelled surfaces and

moved. In addition, X-ray inspection systems – unlike

the cantilever design make cleaning easier while meating

metal detectors – are unaffected by vibration, tem-

the requiremetns of the IP65 protection class due to the

perature and humidity changes, or by the salt and acid

stainless steel design. Since the radiation values are very

content of a product. Their biggest advantage howev-

low, the tested food is not subject to mandatory labelling.

er is the fact that they operate without electrical and

WITH THE BASELINE I 100 MODEL, MULTIVAC

WITH A COST-EFFECTIVE ENTRY-LEVEL UNIT.

All X-ray inspection systems from MULTIVAC Marking &

magnetic fields. Firstly this also makes it possible to de-

This compact model is suitable for monitoring primary and secondary

Inspection fulfil the requirements of national and inter-

tect non-metallic and organic materials; secondly, one

packaging up to a medium pack size.

national standards for food quality, such as HACCP, IFS

can inspect the contents of packs that contain metallic

or BRC.

components.
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TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS
MAKE FILM
CHANGES
EASIER

Web rolls with standard diameter

SIMPLE HANDLING OF WEB ROLLS

T

he rollboy is suitable for transporting web rolls
with a standard diameter and is a robust transport trolley and it is equipped with a height-adjustable film mandrel. With the help of the roll-

boy, the user is able to lift the web roll ergonomically from
the pallet, transport it comfortably through the production
area right up to the packaging machine, and then insert
it effortlessly onto the film unwind. The rollboy has two
stable transport rollers in both longitudinal and crosswise
directions, which enable it to be moved forwards and
sideways. The crosswise movement makes it easier for
the user to insert the roll onto the film unwind. The film
mandrel is capable of being adjusted to the particular installation height of the packaging machine.
Jumbo web rolls
In order for jumbo web rolls to be transported ergonom-

MULTIVAC OFFERS VARIOUS SOLUTIONS

ically, MULTIVAC has developed a lifting trolley designed
for the transportation of web rolls with a diameter of up

FOR THE ERGONOMIC HANDLING AND

to 1,000 mm and a weight of up to 700 kg. The lifting

SAFE TRANSPORT OF STANDARD AND

by a single person. After the lifting trolley has been used,

trolley has a weight of only 25.5 kg and can be operated

JUMBO WEB ROLLS.

its axle can be removed, allowing it to be stowed away to

The rollboy and lifting trolley assist users in handling

Just as with MULTIVAC’s proven quick-changing devices

rolls comfortably and without back stress, as well as

and tandem film unwinds, the two transport solutions

in transporting standard and jumbo web rolls easily

contribute to keeping downtime for changing web rolls

and hygienically.

as low as possible.

save space.
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“THE ISSUE OF RESOURCE
EFFICIENCY IS GAINING IN
IMPORTANCE FOR MANY OF
OUR CUSTOMERS”

FURTHER TOPICS

UPDATE 1 ´15

„I WOULD WELCOME IT VERY
MUCH IF A FREE TRADE
AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED
STATES WAS CONCLUDED.“

mately, the products are cheaper for both sides – both on

ly operating company like MULTIVAC. In our discussion with Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, CEO of MULTIVAC, we asked

the importing and exporting side. Both sides benefit. For

him for his assessment of the current economic situation.

this reason, I would welcome it very much if a free trade

What topics is MULTIVAC also dealing with?

agreement with the United States was concluded.

Boekstegers: In order to further optimise the availability

Mr. Boekstegers, what is the trend of new orders at

our packaging machines and increasing machine availabil-

It would be important that non-tariff trading barriers,

and delivery times of our spare parts, we are currently

the beginning of the year? And to what extent does

ity. At Anuga FoodTec 2015, we presented several exem-

such as differing standards, would be dismantled. As a

investing in the construction of a new distribution cen-

the current economic situation influence the business

plary solutions that enable resource-efficient packaging.

mechanical engineering company, we must take into ac-

tre at our headquarters in Wolfertschwenden. This will be

In addition, consumer behaviour is influenced by a

count a variety of standards in the manufacture of our

completed by the end of the year and is the first step in

ans-Joachim Boekstegers: In 2014, all business

variety of trends which are also reflected in the packag-

machines. The result is that the products become more

the restructuring of our logistics concept. Other centres

areas developed positively at MULTIVAC, and

ing industry. These include changes in social and family

expensive.

in other regions are being planned.

the current order trend is also in line with our

structures, such as smaller households, increased mobil-

In general, if we cannot reach an agreement with the

In addition, we are committed to investing in the glob-

expectations. The Ukraine crisis is certainly

ity and increasing employment of women. For example,

US, others will do this as well. The United States has an

al expansion of our sales and service organisation, which

noticeable due to a decrease in sales in Russia and the

convenience products and products in portion packs are

interest in achieving free trade with all possible regions

already includes more than 2,500 employees. We are also

Ukraine but we can compensate for this through growth

enjoying great popularity among many consumers.

of the world.

equipping our sales companies with local capacities for

litical crises will affect the business in the current year.

How can MULTIVAC accommodate this trend?

Are the fears of critics regarding lower American stan-

plates, thus improving our services and availability for our

But due to the presence of our international sales and

Boekstegers: To keep the consumption of packaging ma-

dards justified?

customers locally.

service organization, our broad product portfolio and our

terials in the production of portion packs to a minimum,

Boekstegers: No, take the Food and Drug Administration

long-standing customer relationships, we are in very

efficient packaging procedures are required. Thanks to our

(FDA) in the United States, for example. It sets the high-

good shape overall.

innovative die technology and our automation expertise,

est standards. This is known all over the world. FDA ap-

we can make production of portion packs highly efficient

proval is considered the “ultimate” in safety in the food

while saving a significant amount of packaging material.

and pharmaceutical industries. For this reason, compa-

development at MULTIVAC?

H

the overhaul of wearing parts such as heating and sealing

in other regions. We assume that these and other geopo-

What trends do you see on the market?

nies from the corresponding industries seek FDA approv-

Boekstegers: In general, the issue of resource efficien-
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everywhere, whether it comes from the EU or USA.

The world economy is currently being determined by a number of different factors, which all have an impact on a global-

cy is gaining in importance for many of our customers.

The transatlantic free trade agreement TTIP between

al even when they do not want to deliver to the United

Through the use of various innovative technologies in

the European Union and the US is currently polaris-

States. The approval is a seal of quality. The Americans

our packaging solutions, packaging materials, energy and

ing the public. How do you feel about this topic?

have very high standards here; this is something that

cooling water can be used very efficiently. At the same

Boekstegers: Free trade always leads to a better and

does not exist everywhere.

time, these contribute to improving the performance of

more cost-effective exchange of goods and services. Ulti-

The objective should be to define the best standard
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PACK MORE
EFFICIENTLY

Innovative technology for greater material, energy and process efficiency

+

+
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PACK MORE EFFICIENTLY.
Reduction of the partitions be-

+

+

+

Reduction of the sealing flange

Reduction of the edge trim width

The reduction of the sealing flange is

On the R 245, a solution for evacua-

The design geometry of the cross

achieved through the use of innova-

tion and gas flushing is used which,

cutter with its segmented cutting tool

tive die geometry.

in conjunction with new die geom-

tween packs

enables the width of the partitions

etry, contributes to minimising the

between the packs to be reduced.

width of the edge trim.

The use of a positioning device with
a servo motor for the sealing and cutting stations also contributes to making this possible.

Packaging material efficiency

T

Machine availability

he sparing use of natural resources goes with-

also contributes to raising the output capability of packag-

out saying with MULTIVAC and it is an import-

ing machines and increasing machine availability.

Packaging material reduction

ant criterion in the development of packaging

MULTIVAC used its R 245 thermoforming packaging

Innovative die geometry and process management opti-

tools. This means the width of the sealing flanges is re-

solutions. As far back as IFFA 2010, MULTIVAC

machine at Anuga FoodTec 2015 to showcase a variety

mise the utilisation of the film surface and reduce the film

duced, as is that of the edge trim and the partitions be-

presented, with its e-concept, a machine design which

of different approaches to increasing the material, energy

trim. The utilisation of packaging material is improved by

tween individual packs.

contributes to the reduction of resources consumed

and process efficiency in food packaging.

means of sealing and cutting stations, which are moved

during packaging operations.
Since that time, these solutions have continued to be
further developed and transferred to other packaging machines. Thanks to the use of various innovative technologies, it is possible to utilise packaging materials, energy
and cooling water particularly efficiently. This technology
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Energy efficiency

by servo motors, and by the use of segmented cutting

MULTIVAC also uses various thermoforming processes to meet the requirement for reducing film thickness.

FURTHER TOPICS

+

+

UPDATE 1 ´15

+

Energy efficiency
The replacement of pneumatic modules with servo motor modules reduces energy consumption by at
least 20 percent compared to comparable models. Thanks to the use of
Machine availability

the individual process stages fully and automatically, oth-

servo drives, the movements of the

ers have to be performed by the operator and acknowl-

lifting units can be controlled excep-

On the R 245, a drawer system enables a quick and er-

edged after completion. In addition to this, the time taken

tionally accurately in regards to the

gonomic die change to be performed, saving up to 75

for the die change is further reduced by the automatic

speed and opening width. This con-

percent of the time taken by a manual change. After the

positioning of format-related components and by die top

tributes to an overall increase in the

side panel has been opened, two runner rails are fitted,

and bottom sections, which are screwed together as a

cycle output. This technology also

on which the required die bottom section can be pulled

single unit for changing.

significantly simplifies the running on

out of the packaging machine just like a drawer. The die

The thermoforming packaging machine can also be

the machine of different packaging

change can be carried out by a single person and it is not

equipped as an option with several stations, each dedi-

materials with different thicknesses.

necessary to remove the safety guards or support bars to

cated to one format. This means that conversion in the

The stand-by mode minimises ener-

change the die bottom section.

classic sense is not required, since the individual dies are

gy consumption during breaks in pro-

arranged one after the other on the machine, and they

duction. Fresh water consumption is

can be switched on or off via the machine control.

also reduced by means of a control

When docked at the die change opening of the thermoforming packaging machine, a die changing trolley is
used to aid ergonomic conversion of the die bottom sec-

Thanks to the use of jumbo film rolls, the required roll

unit for the flow of cooling water. An

tions. When the change has been completed, the trolley

changes - and with these the downtime - can be reduced

integrated sensor constantly mea-

is pulled out of the machine opening and the side panel

by some 75 percent. An integrated stand-by function

sures the temperature of the cooling

is then closed. The dies or forming plates that are not re-

switches the heating systems, vacuum pump and water

water. Fresh cooling water is only fed

quired are kept safely in the trolley and can be transport-

circulation pump to sleep mode, if the packaging machine

into the system once a certain tem-

ed in this through the production area.

is stopped for more than 30 minutes, e.g. during breaks,

perature is reached. This reduces the

and this ensures production availability at the planned

fresh water consumption of the ma-

time.

chine by up to 50 percent.

The program-supported die change also contributes
to reducing set-up time. The machine undertakes some of

+

+

+
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“IT IS ALWAYS SUCCESSFUL WITH
MYLAR ® COOK. QUICK AND EASY.”
Roast pork with crackling or crispy chicken turns out as well as a juicy salmon fillet or
crusty baguette.

FURTHER TOPICS

UPDATE 1 ´15

an Union (EU) and the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), as well
as with those of the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA). Mylar®
COOK films are also manufactured
in accordance with the regulations
of the BRC/IOP worldwide packaging
standard, and the manufacture is certified to ISO 9001, IMS and HACCP.
Which types of food are particularly suited for this packaging technology?
Schmidt: The technology was specially developed for the cooking of food
at a high temperature range, up to
220 °C. We achieve excellent results

QUICK COOKING, SIMPLE HANDLING AND A HIGH-

with almost all applications - whether

QUALITY, TASTY PRODUCT - CONVENIENCE SOLUTIONS

ready meals or bakery products.

it is meat, fish, poultry, vegetables,
With Mylar® COOK, roast pork or

ARE POPULAR WITH MANY CONSUMERS.

crispy chicken can be prepared as
successfully as a juicy salmon fillet
or crusty baguette.

We spoke to Lilly Schmidt, the culinary expert at MULTIVAC, about Mylar

®

COOK, a packaging technology that was specially developed for the cooking

What are the other areas of appli-

of food at high temperatures.

cation?
Schmidt: If we are talking about the
bakery products sector, for example
raw dough, we can offer another
new solution with our Mylar® BAKE
film. Mylar® BAKE allows for perfect-

What

is

special

about

Mylar® COOK?

L
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more consistent heat transfer during

ly formed muffins without filling the

the cooking phases ensures perfect

illy Schmidt: Mylar® COOK

cooking results are achieved, while

enables food in the pack to

reducing the overall cooking time.

be cooked in the oven or mi-

Not only will the product take longer

crowave, on a contact grill or

to cook, but no preparation or clean-

in a water bath. Thanks to this pro-

ing time is required - thanks to cook-

cess, the aromas, vitamins, minerals

ing in the pack, hands remain clean,

and inherent moisture of the prod-

as do the oven and cooking tray. This

uct are retained to the maximum

means that we can also offer new

possible extent during the cooking

opportunities and benefits to the

process. The seal seam of the pack

food service sector.

opens by itself after a period of time

The Mylar® COOK films do of

due to a combination of the oven

course have all the relevant certifica-

temperature and the steam pres-

tion concerning direct food contact

sure, which is created in the pack.

with plastic packaging in high-tem-

This enables the food to be browned

perature applications up to 220 °C:

in the pack, and for example the skin

they comply with, among other regu-

of a chicken to become crispy. The

lations, the directives of the Europe-

1

2

3

4

1 The chicken legs
are packed in Mylar®
COOK film.

2 They are cooked
in the pack.
3 The seal seam of
the pack opens by
itself after a certain
time.
4 The consistent
heat transfer ensures
perfect cooking
results.
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baking pans or having to clean them

and product development, as well as

from more that 40 countries. Mylar®

- the disposable solution for bakery

answering any questions that may

COOK was launched onto the mar-

products. Thanks to this unique film,

arise. We work in our fully equipped

ket in the USA several years ago and

the forming cavity remains stable

test kitchen in Wolfertschwenden

we are currently involved intensively

during the entire baking procedure.

with food technologists on one of

in the European market, as well as

This means box pans or silicon bak-

our MULTIVAC thermoforming pack-

having now implemented the first

ing pans are no longer needed, and

aging machines. This means that in-

projects in Asia.

no subsequent cleaning is required.

dividually adapted products can be
tested in the oven immediately after

Are there already customers, who

What must food manufacturers

packing. In order to achieve optimum

offer packaged food in Mylar®

pay attention to during the pro-

results and short lines of communi-

COOK oder Mylar® BAKE?

cessing of their products?

cation, we cooperate with partners,

Schmidt: We are not only receiving

Schmidt: The Mylar

COOK films

such as spice manufacturers (Grif-

enquiries from all parts of the world,

can run perfectly on MULTIVAC ther-

fith, WIBERG) and food equipment

we have already implemented many

moforming

manufacturers (MANITOWOC).

customer projects worldwide. Cus-

®

packaging

machines.

MULTIVAC has accompanied many

tomers in Canada, the USA, Switzer-

companies during the market launch

Freshly cooked products are very

land, Romania, Norway, Lithuania,

of a wide range of products and the

popular with many consumers -

Poland, Australia and other countries

same rules apply with Mylar COOK or

but are there still market oppor-

have recognized that Mylar® COOK

Mylar BAKE as with any new prod-

tunities for convenience products,

film is a real innovation and they are

uct. As a general rule, the manufac-

such as Mylar COOK?

now present in the market with a

turer should make sufficient time to

Schmidt: Various consumer trends

wide range of new products, such as

develop the product, ideally together

in the food sector can be seen

ready-to-cook chicken, pork, salmon

with us, since it is a case here of a

worldwide. Freshly cooked, regional

fillets and turkey meat.

new cooking method which requires

products are certainly one of these

the product development to be taken

directions. But another, even greater

very seriously. We can support our

trend is towards more convenience

customers in this area with a great

- quick cooking, simple handling and

deal of application knowledge and

a high-quality, tasty products, and

many years of experience.

it is here that we offer exactly the

®

®

Product development is a critical
part of the success. Mylar® custom-

®

right solution with Mylar® COOK and
Mylar® BAKE.

ers have experienced an overall reduction in the seasoning and quantity

In which markets do you currently

of salt, since the aromas are retained

see the greatest prospects for suc-

much more through the almost en-

cess?

tirely enclosed cooking procedure.

Schmidt: I think that the trend towards

convenience

How does MULTIVAC support its

solutions with gauranteed success

customers in the development of

can be seen everywhere. Various as-

Mylar COOK packs?

pects and developments play a role

Schmidt: We support our custom-

in this; a growing number of working

ers throughout the entire process.

people and single households, less

For example, we organise regular

knowledge about cooking and more

seminars and workshops, allowing

disposable income all increase the

interested customers to become fa-

demand worldwide for product solu-

miliar with Mylar COOK and its full

tions like Mylar® COOK and Mylar®

potential on a no-obligation basis.

BAKE. We are receiving enquiries

We also offer targeted and custom-

from all parts of the world - from

er-specific help and advice through-

Eastern Europe and Asia as well as

out the process of pre-development

from countries like Germany, in total

®

®
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„THE MACHINES ARE VERY
EASY TO OPERATE AND RUN
RELIABLY.“

CHRISTIAN VLASSELAER, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
MULTIVAC BELGIUM, REPORTS ON THE SUCCESSFUL
SALES LAUNCH OF THE BASELINE L 300 LABELLERS
IN BELGIUM.

The new series of BASELINE L 300 conveyor belt labellers was presented
for the first time in Belgium at the EMPACK exhibition in Brussels at the end
of September 2014. Five of these labellers had already been sold to Belgian
customers by the end of 2014.

What makes this series so attrac-

In which sectors were the labellers

tive?

supplied and which products are

C

hristian

Vlasselaer:

The

being labelled?

BASELINE L 300 offers

Vlasselaer: The machines were in-

an

outstandingly

good

stalled at existing customers in the

price-performance

ratio

food sector. Two of the labellers are

and is very simple to handle. Most of

in use at a producer of sliced meats

the applications consist of applying

in thermoformed packs, while anoth-

a label to the top or bottom of a flat

er one is labelling ready meals. An-

pack. Customers were looking for a

other customer has the BASELINE

simple, cost-effective and yet very

L 300 standing behind a T 700 tray-

reliable labelling machine. We are

sealer for the packing of snack prod-

able to fulfil all these requirements

ucts. We have also installed another

with the BASELINE L 300. The at-

labeller as a test unit behind a tray-

tractive price of the machine was an

sealer, and this applies labels with

additional argument for some of our

different sauce varieties to the trays.

customers to invest in a further flexi-

Thanks to the hygienic design and

ble labelling solution.

the stainless steel floor stand, the
units are ideally suited for the food
sector.
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BASELINE L 300 - Entry-level series with short deliv-

mance ranges, they offer particularly cost-effective solu-

ery times

tions with an optimum price-performance ratio.

Label dispensers must meet many different require-

level models in the low- to medium-output range for

ments: They need to work quickly and accurately, as well

simple labelling tasks from above, below or over an

as being simple to operate. They must also be capable

edge. They are operated using the MC 08 control

of being installed in a space-saving way, and capable of

terminal, which is easily accessible and simple to operate.

being integrated into a variety of machine control envi-

The transport speed is a maximum of 40 m/min. The belt

ronments. Cost-effective solutions with a good price-per-

frame and robust floor stand are made of stainless steel.

formance ratio should be capable of being adapted to all

The BASELINE L 300 is designed in such a way that it

tasks, as well as feature the ability to be utilized in dif-

manages with a small number of options to cover all the

ferent sectors and systems without significant additional

common labelling tasks. The reduction in the number of

costs being incurred.

available versions enables configurations to be produced

The BASELINE L 300 series comprises entry-

The new generation of label dispensers from

in a very short period of time, which in turn ensures

MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection can meet these require-

short delivery times. This means that the BASELINE

ments. Their modular construction allows them to be

L 300 is a particularly cost-effective solution for standard

perfectly adapted to the widest range of labelling tasks.

labelling tasks.

Since they are available in different versions and perfor-

FURTHER TOPICS

The BASELINE L 300 labellers

since the handling is really very sim-

are specially designed for label-

ple and intuitive.

ling tasks in the simple to medium range. Were the equipment

Thanks to the reduction in the

options sufficient for the perfor-

number

mance features required by the

BASELINE L 300 labellers can be

customers?

configured quickly and easily, and

Vlasselaer: The BASELINE L 300 is

this means that they can also be

available in three pre-configured ver-

delivered very quickly. How im-

sions, namely one with a top label

portant was this factor in the or-

dispenser and one with a bottom la-

ders?

bel dispenser as well - and also one

Vlasselaer: This was certainly an im-

that labels both sides. We have pre-

portant aspect since we were able

dominantly sold labellers for top and

to deliver some units at short notice

bottom labelling, allowing customers

for the Christmas business. Labellers

the luxury of remaining very flexible.

that are easy to operate are general-

The required speeds were met in ev-

ly very popular with customers. The

ery case. The existing options even

fewer keys that have to be pressed,

enabled us to apply additional print

the better it is. On the other hand,

to the label, e.g. with a best-before

this simple version also helps us to

date.

market the wide variety of convey-

of

available

versions,

or belt labellers with HMI 2.0. By
With the new series there are also

contrasting the two series, one can

models available which are ex-

show the different functions very

tremely space-saving with a con-

well, and ultimately these are also

veyor belt length from 625 mm for

reflected in the price.

one label dispenser, or from 1250
mm for two label dispensers. Did

What has been your experience

space requirements play a role in

to date with the new BASELINE

the buying decision?

L 300 series?

Vlasselaer: Space is always an issue

Vlasselaer: We have received ex-

for our customers. In the case of

tremely positive feedback from our

these projects that we implemented,

customers. They have been ex-

this was actually not the main con-

plained the machines are very easy

sideration, but I am convinced that

to operate and run reliably.

this aspect will play a role in future
projects.

What expectations do you have
for 2015?

The BASELINE L 300 is operated

Vlasselaer: We are confident that, af-

via the proven MULTIVAC MC 08

ter the good start for the BASELINE

control terminal. Were the cus-

L 300 last year, 2015 will continue to

tomers already familiar with this

be equally successful.

control terminal through other
MULTIVAC machines?
Vlasselaer: Apart from one new
customer, all the customers already
had MULTIVAC machines in use, but
none of these customers had the
MC 08 control terminal. Even with
the lack of the control terminal, there
were no problems with operation,
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HIGHER VALUE
CREATION USING
AN IN-HOUSE
PACKAGING
PROCEDURE
64

THE CHINESE AGRIBUSINESS COMPANY QINGDAO CHIA TAI CO. LTD., WHICH IS
PART OF THAILAND’S LARGEST AGRIBUSINESS CONGLOMERATE CHAROEN POKPHAND GROUP (CP), RECENTLY ORDERED ITS VERY FIRST THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE FROM MULTIVAC.

The R 245 model will be installed in early May of 2015 and will then be used for consumer-grade vacuum packaging for
portions of marinated chicken. The required integration of third-party components, such as an automated filler for marinade and a sophisticated labelling solution into the line, will be carried out at the same time as the on-site installation.
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oultry was long considered a luxury product

and free from chemical additives, they are popular among

therefore became very significant. Furthermore, the film

a high level of operating reliability,” as Fengke says with

in China and was only eaten on special occa-

consumers all over China.

materials needed to have properties allowing the portion

praise.

sions. However, over the last three decades,

However, Qingdao Chia Tai not only distributes its

packs to be heated in the microwave or in boiling water.

When it comes to hygiene, the R 245 is evolved to

the per-capita consumption increased from one

products on the domestic market, but also caters for

kilogram to nine kilograms per year, as the American In-

large, internationally active fast food and supermarket

R 245 thermoforming packaging machine with addi-

marinated products: its durable stainless steel construc-

stitute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) reports. The

chains such as Lotus, Carrefour, RT-Mart, Wal-mart and

tional modules and line integration capacity

tion and its groundbreaking hygiene design make the

majority is produced locally: In 2011, China became the

Liqun Group. Its international orientation is one of the

world’s second largest producer of poultry, behind the

main reasons Qingdao Chia Tai is counted among the top

When searching for the optimum packaging solution, the

ucts. Smooth surfaces, rounded edges and stainless

United States.

500 companies for overseas investors.

Chinese food producer drew on its contacts with the lo-

steel construction makes cleaning extremely simple and

cope with the high standards applicable for packaging

MULTIVAC machine suitable for sensitive food prod-

An increase in purchasing power, the growth propor-

The numerous plants operated by the company for

cal sales and service subsidiary of MULTIVAC China af-

user-friendly. “Thanks to side panels which are easy to

tion of women in the workforce and urbanisation are a

producing feed, breeding, slaughtering and dressing the

ter consultation on technical terms and initial negotiation

open, the inside of the machine is completely accessible

few of the socio-economic factors playing a role in the

animals are correspondingly modern and state-of-the-art.

with MULTIVAC Japan. This packaging specialist had al-

for cleaning. The transport chain, chain guide, lifting units

booming demand for poultry products. Although many

The processes comply with the guidelines described in

ready successfully managed several projects on the Chi-

and mechanical modules, as well as the motors, valves

people still prefer to purchase their poultry at the tradi-

the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP)

nese market and is well respected for its innovative tool-

and wiring, have all been optimised for hygiene. Fur-

tional “wet markets”, or live-animal markets, there is a

concept and are certified as compliant with ISO 9002.

ing technology, as well as its automation competence.

thermore, the R 245 is also capable of being completely

MULTIVAC made an exact analysis of the requirements

washed down,” as Nereus Mei, Area Sales Manager from

of Qingdao Chia Tai and recommended manufacturing the

MULTIVAC China explains.

growing shift. People are beginning to shift to traditional
markets due to the growing health risks involved with the

In-house over outsourcing

“wet markets”. This means the demand for convenience

packs in a thermoforming process as this offers the most

This machine model is, first and foremost, highly flex-

products with hygienic packaging and considerably lon-

Qingdao Chia Tai did not have any packaging lines that

flexibility in terms of the packaging material and the pack

ible when it comes to the use of packaging materials,

ger shelf lives is growing in China. “The trend is moving

could be used for specified consumer-grade processing

shape.

cutting units and formats, ensuring that Qingdao Chia Tai

towards packaged, ready-to-eat foods and convenience

of chicken meat for the Japanese market until 2014. The

In October 2014, Qingdao Chia Tai decided to purchase

foods, particularly in the cities. The consumers’ aware-

meat was therefore cut into standard market portion siz-

the R 245 thermoforming packaging machine, which will

will also be able to use the packaging line in the future to
package other products.
While the packaging machine will not be installed
in Qingdao for a few more weeks, production manager
Fengke is already highly confident: “Our new, modern

THE PRODUCTION OF CHICKENS ACCOUNTS FOR 70 TO 80 PERCENT OF THE CHI-

packaging technology will allow us to find a stronger position for ourselves in the market for our products in future,

NESE POULTRY INDUSTRY. CHINA HAS BEEN THE WORLD’S SECOND-LARGEST PRO-

and make a decisive contribution to increasing our value

DUCER OF CHICKEN MEAT AND EGGS SINCE 2011, AND THIS SECTOR IS CONTINU-

creation.”

ING TO GROW.

ness of quality and brands is also increasing,” reports

es only, and then exported to Japan. Contract packers be-

be installed by MULTIVAC in May of this year in the pro-

Julia Wu, Marketing Manager from MULTIVAC China.

came responsible for the final packaging of the portions,

duction facility in Qingdao. The machine model is capable

as well as for distribution to end consumers. This meant

of being extended with other modules and is suitable for

that the profit made by Qingdao Chia Tai, in this segment,

integration into automated production lines. To satisfy the

was limited.

customer requirements, MULTIVAC will also be integrat-

Annual production volume of 50 million chickens
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Qingdao Chia Tai Co. Ltd., a modern agribusiness compa-

At the end of 2014, the company decided to establish

ny founded by the well-respected Chia Tai Group in 1989

an in-house, ready-package process for end consumers.

in the harbour city of Qingdao (Shangdong province) is

Liu Fengke, General Manager of Food Business Division,

The thermoforming packaging machine, the loading

also profiting from this consumer trend. Like many pro-

started by familiarizing himself with the corresponding

system and the printing system each feature separate

ducers of chicken meat in China, Qingdao Chia Tai covers

requirements for the packaging procedure, the materials

machine controls which are, however, synchronised with

the entire production chain – from the production of feed

needed and the packaging machines that might be suit-

each other. The machine control can be operated in Chi-

to rearing the chicks, with its activities also extending to

able. When it came to selecting a supplier, several factors

nese using the IPC 06 industrial PC, which is equipped

industrial processing, packaging and sales. The compa-

played an important role: the packaging machine had to

with a 12-inch LCD touchscreen display and the HMI 2.0

ny’s annual production totals around 50 million chickens.

ed into the required third-party components in the packaging line, thereby ensuring maximum efficiency.

satisfy the highest standards in hygiene, as well as fea-

graphic user interface. The HMI can depict the entire

The products available under the Chia Tai brand name

ture the ability to be integrated into the productin line with

packaging procedure in simple pictograms. “Thanks to

include fresh, frozen and pre-cooked chicken in a diverse

existing, Japanese loading systems and printing systems.

the intuitive HMI 2.0 machine control display, the pack-

range of pack shapes and pack sizes. High in protein, lean

The line integration capacity of the machine manufacturer

aging machine is exceptionally user-friendly and ensures
67
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FOR SLICE
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THE POLISH DAIRY OSM SIERPC OFFERS
ITS HIGH-QUALITY HARD CHEESE IN AN
INNOVATIVE CONSUMER PACK.
It is easy to open, can be reclosed and keeps the cheese
slices fresh for a long time. There is an almost 60 metre
long packaging line between the large cheese blocks and
the packed slices and the most important components of
the line are the MULTIVAC R 535 thermoforming packaging machine and the MR337 TQ conveyor belt labeller.

F

rom its idyllic situation in the rural region of Mazovia, one would never guess that the Okręgowa
Spółdzielnia Mleczarska SIERPC (OSM SIERPC)
processes annually more than 200 million litres

of milk from around 1,500 suppliers. For almost 90 years
the “Regional Dairy Cooperative of Sierpc”, which is the
literal translation of the company name, has been producing dairy products such as matured cheese, Italian cheese
and quark in the Polish town of Sierpc. The 90 years of
tradition and experience, which constantly flow into the
work of the dairy, are combined with state-of-the-art technology to ensure that the products have a consistently
high quality. The ISO quality management system, which
was implemented in 2001, combined with the HACCP
concept since 2003 and the BRC system, which was introduced in 2009, guarantee that production meets the
high level of EU requirements.
Appetizingly packed ready to serve
Matured hard cheese has long been one of the specialities of OSM SIERPC. Prior to 2010 the company only
supplied the cheese in block form to business partners.
“The demand was consistently high, so we never needed
to have any thoughts about producing consumer packs”,
explains Grzegorz Gańko, Chairman of the Management
Board at OSM SIERPC. In the few cases, where customers requested portioned cheese, the Polish dairy worked
with subcontractors, who sliced and packed the product.
71
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In recent years however, the number of supermarket

packs, between 100 g and 750 g, can be produced in both

chains has increased dramatically, and with it, the range of

rigid film and flexible film. The entire line is controlled via

ready-to-eat products. Packaging plays a large role in the

one central control terminal.

sale of these products: before the manufacturer can convince consumers of the quality of his food, he must first

Cheese packing with distinction

arouse the attention of his potential customers with attractive presentation of the product. OSM SIERPC launched

The conveyor belt labeller is suitable for both top and bot-

a mature hard cheese onto the market under the brand

tom labelling, and is equipped for both functions with a

name of Ser Królewski. The new premium product was

second redundant label dispenser, allowing for virtually

offered as ready-to-serve slices in the three varieties of

uninterrupted labelling. The flexibility and accuracy of the

Ser Królewski Emmental, Ser Królewski Smoked and Ser

selected model were equally important decision criteria.

Królewski Light. The dairy had the portioning and packag-

“We had placed great emphasis on an attractive and mod-

ing carried out by a service provider, located some 200 km

ern design which is clearly differentiated from the compe-

away. „The increase of sales volumes rendered the initial

tition. We did not want to lose this advantage through

solution economically unsuited“, recalls Grzegorz Gańko.

visual flaws, such as labels being applied at a slant”, says

In order to meet customer expectations and to optimise costs, the dairy decided to purchase its own pack-

Grzegorz Gańko, explaining the decision to purchase the
high-performance conveyor belt labeller.

„I HAD NEVER SEEN SUCH
A COMPLEX PACKAGING

aging line. With the decision quickly made, the company

The flexible packaging has a shape of an envelope

built a new production area and began the search, which

sealed with a label allowing re-opening and closing of the

needed to be decidedly short, for a suitable project part-

pouch and protecting its content from drying out.The bot-

I AM STILL FASCINATED

ner. “We had been packing cheese and quark since 1993

tom side of the soft film packaging is covered with card-

on MULTIVAC chamber machines. In the last 20 years

board supporting the slices and preventing them from

TODAY BY ITS EFFICIENCY

there have been six additional semi-automatic packaging

fracturing and from any deformations. A clear marking

solutions and two automated lines”, says Grzegorz Gańko.

on the rigid packs indicates the corner with the opening

AND HIGH QUALITY.“

“We therefore had plenty of opportunity to appreciate the

aid. The cheese slices are removed from the long side of

good service in terms of advice, installation and machine

the flexible packs, which can be reclosed by means of a

maintenance.”

self-adhesive sealing label on the reclosure flap so the

SOLUTION BEFORE, AND

cheese does not dry out in the opened pack.
Perfect design for a premium product
The hard Ser Królewski in its attractive pack has not
When the packaging solution for the strong cheese was

only won several design prizes and awards, it has also

being planned, the first requirement was for expert ad-

won the hearts of consumers. “We have been packing Ser

vice. OSM SIERPC wanted to positively differentiate its

Królewski since 2012 with this packaging solution and have

premium product from the competition in three ways

had great sales success from the beginning”, summarizes

with an innovative pack: visually with an attractive design

Grzegorz Gańko. Since then the demand has become so

for the shape and colour appearance; in terms of shelf life

great, that the company has decided to invest in a second

with a long use-by date; and in its handling with the pos-

packaging line. Because OSM SIERPC has seen the pre-

sibility of reclosing the opened pack. MULTIVAC Poland

vious good experience with MULTIVAC reconfirmed with

reacted to the challenging requirements with the devel-

the thermoforming line, MULTIVAC is now due to plan and

opment of reclosable pockets made of flexible film and

install the second packaging line in the Polish dairy. “The

also of thermoformed rigid packs, and it recommended

fact that the many components of our packaging line all op-

that the hard cheese be packed in modified atmosphere.

erate together flawlessly is primarily due to the know-how

The concept was met with immediate approval and

of the service team”, praises Grzegorz Gańko and adds: “I

was implemented with an almost 60 metre long pack-

had never seen such a complex packaging solution before,

aging line, which can pack 700 kg of cheese per hour.

and I am still fascinated today by its efficiency and high

At the beginning of the line there is a slicer, which cuts

quality.”

the cheese blocks into slices, and the line ends with a
semi-automatic boxing machine. In between, there is the
R 535 thermoforming packaging machine with two form-

1 The packaging
line spans about
60 m and packs up
to 100 kg of cheese
per hour.

1

2

2 The entire line
is controlled via the
HMI 2.0 control
terminal.

3

4

5

3 Employees verify
the position of the
cheese slices within
the packs.
4 The packs are
labelled at the end
of the line.

5 Ser Królewski
hard cheese has
received multiple
awards.

ing dies and two sealing dies for producing vacuum and
MAP packs, as well as an inspection system for monitoring the seal seams, a MR337 TQ conveyor belt labeller
and a checkweigher with integrated metal detector. The
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PERFECTLY
PACKAGED:
SLICED CHEESE
FROM BIRAGHI
MULTIVAC ITALIA PROVIDES
A PACKAGING LINE FOR
TRIANGULAR-SHAPED
CHEESE PACKS
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IN 2011 THE DAIRY WANTED TO LAUNCH A NEW PRODUCT, WHICH UP TO
THEN HAD NOT BEEN AVAILABLE IN EITHER THE ITALIAN OR EUROPEAN MARKET.
The idea of those responsible for product development was to offer “Gran Biraghi” cheese,
which was already available in various sizes and shapes (e.g. as “Grattugia Facile”, “Biraghini”,
“Grattugia Fresco”, “Biralungo” as well as in grated and flake form, and also as a snack or
the classic piece of cheese), in the form of slices in a rigid and reclosable Freshbox.

T

he challenges were enor-

would include both the packaging

mous. The dairy made

machine and the product handling.

the

decisionto

utilize

pletely of rigid film, was an innova-

its confidence in their innovative

tion in the market where there was

solutions and their knowledge

already a wide range of packs with

Founded in 1934, Biraghi S.p.A. is one of the largest dairy

of high technical standards re-

a flexible upper web. The triangular

companies in Italy. Located in Cavallermaggiore in the

quired, as well as the excellent

shape of the cheese slices and the

province of Cuneo, the company today employs approx-

relationship between the two

pack, which came from the shape of

imately 250 staff in its production plants, which extend

companies. Those responsi-

the classic cheese block, presented

over an area of 166,500 m . The company’s turnover runs

ble for the project decided

an additional challenge. The complex-

to place their trust in the

ity of the project in its development

packaging specialist for

phase, which began in the summer

the development and

of 2011, required intensive effort and

implementation of the

close cooperation between Biraghi

to more than 100 million euros.

because

The pack, which was made com-

of

2

MULTIVAC

new pack, since they

and MULTIVAC.

saw MULTIVAC as

Due to the special geometry of

a partner to whom

the pack, an asymmetric die format

they could entrust

was selected, by which the packag-

a solution that

ing film could be utilised to its opti77
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mum and film trim therefore reduced

system to the customer’s require-

to a minimum. Thanks to a develop-

ments, a change in the program was

ment phase, which was carefully

required, allowing the four opposing

tailored to every detail, MULTIVAC

packs to be printed.

was also able to fulfil another of the

At the beginning of 2012, the

customer’s wishes: the packs had

R 535 high-output thermoforming

to be capable of being presented in

packaging machine with its H 130

an attractive way at the point of sale

handling module and MR297 IK di-

without special stand-up displays be-

rect web printer was installed, test-

ing required. MULTIVAC was able to

ed and accepted at the customer’s

meet this requirement by designing

factory.

a pack, where the base of each pack

The result of the project was

fit perfectly into the thermoformed

highly satisfactory for all those in-

lid of the pack underneath it.

volved.

The R 535 high-output thermo-

The Technical Managers, Claudio

forming packaging machine was se-

Vaira and Celestino Tibaldi, as well as

lected for the project since it is capa-

the Marketing Manager, Dr Claudio

ble of thermoforming the upper web

Testa, and their colleague respon-

(lid) as well as the lower web.

sible for purchasing film, Allisardi,

The fan-shaped arrangement of

were actively involved in the project

the slices within the pack gives the

and the intensive discussions with

product an additional distinguishing

MULTIVAC.

feature - and also makes it easier for

By installing a packaging line

the consumer to remove the individ-

with marking equipment and an au-

ual slices.

tomatic handling module at Biraghi,

Another important requirement

MULTIVAC Italy supported the cus-

was the handling of the fragile

tomer in launching onto the market

fanned-out cheese slices, as well as

a very innovative pack, which has

the transfer of these from the trans-

fulfilled all expectations with regard

port conveyor into the thermoformed

to efficiency and productivity. Thanks

packs. Biraghi placed very great im-

to a packaging solution from one

portance on hygiene (i.e. no contact

single supplier, the customer can be

with the product by personnel) and

absolutely certain that the various

on precise positioning of the product

components of the line are perfect-

in the pack. MULTIVAC supplied an

ly matched to each other and that

automatic handling module (H 130),

they all meet the strict quality, hy-

which was specially designed for

giene and safety standards for which

picking up the cheese slices correct-

MULTIVAC products are well known.

ly and placing them accurately and
carefully in the pack. The integration
of special tongs for handling the
cheese slices presented another particular challenge. But the effort was
worth it: the hygiene and productivity
requirements were able to be met to
the full satisfaction of the dairy.
The packaging procedure is completed by the best-before date and
production batch being printed on
the underside of the pack. This is
performed by the MR297 IK direct
web printer from MULTIVAC Marking
& Inspection. In order to adapt the
78
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„WITH THE C 300 WE
ARE PLAYING IN THE
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE“

FOR THE LAST SIX MONTHS, HOLGER STROMBERG
HAS BEEN WORKING WITH TWO MULTIVAC CHAMBER
MACHINES, AND HE REPORTS ON HIS EXPERIENCES
IN THIS INTERVIEW.

Star chef Holger Stromberg (42) would not do without his vacuum chamber
machines for anything in the world. The famous chef from magazines and
television, who has cooked for the German national football team since 2007,
was always a passionate advocate of vacuum technology, even when he was
in his parents’ business.

Mr Stromberg, back in the 1990’s

meat with herbs and garlic in oil.

you persuaded your parents, who

Unbelievable from today’s perspec-

were the previous owners of the

tive, how much oil and fat had to be

Gasthaus Stromberg in Münster,

disposed of afterwards. To preserve

to buy a vacuum chamber ma-

meat, we often wrapped it in film

chine. What fascinated you even

that became greasy and unattractive.

at that time about this technology?

After the chamber machine had been

olger Stromberg: Vacuum

introduced, we never wanted to do

technology revolutionised

without it again. We were able imme-

preparation and cooking in

diately to organise the kitchen much

H

my parents’ restaurant. It

better and to use additional cooking

enabled us to replace overtaken and

procedures such as sous vide, as

less than efficient procedures with

well as just simply preparing and

modern and versatile technology.

keeping ingredients such as apple

For example, we often used to place

chips in larger quantities.
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As founder and managing associate partner of f.e.b.
GmbH in Munich, Holger Stromberg and his team offer
a wide range of cooking courses, food consultancy
and catering - from intimate candle light dinners to
ambitious hosting concepts for up to 2,000 guests. In
addition to the event locations of *KOUNGE, *CAMPUS
LOFT and *KUTCHiiN, the creative chef and entrepreneur operates his own catering business, STROMBERG*
CATERING, in Munich and in 2008 he opened his own
curry house, Curry73.
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Six months ago you acquired

ally like the fact that the machines

ing, namely: meat, fish, vegetables,

as it is a free-standing machine with

to salt, smoke and bottle food. Today

beside the machine, but ideally they

for the first time two chamber

have the GS seal of approval - “Test-

desserts, sauces, marinades etc. We

its movable floor stand. Previously

there is a freezer cabinet in almost all

would be ready to hand directly at

machines from MULTIVAC...

ed Safety” - since this is one of the

also fillet fish ourselves - and for this

we had a very heavy tabletop unit.

households.

the machine.

Stromberg: (laughing): ...Yes, our old

factors for me, which speak of a qual-

alone I can no longer imagine being

Now we are considerably more flex-

vacuum machine literally went up in

ity company. To make a comparison

without vacuum technology. The pro-

ible, not only regarding the arrange-

Why

smoke six months ago. We were just

from the world of football: With the

cedure is hygienic and space-saving.

ment of the kitchen, but also the

MULTIVAC to others?

about to test the vacuuming of ready

C 300 we have advanced to the

scope of the machine’s functions.

Stromberg:

meals for dispatch, and this obviously

Champions League as regards to the

How

overstretched the old machine. Since

organisation of our kitchen.

machines ready to use?

And the C 100?

quickly

were

the

new

would
I

you
would

recommend

Stromberg: The
say

MULTIVAC thinks of all the points and

class. I have two completely fantas-

leaves nothing to chance. Just take a

tic machines.

Stromberg: MULTIVAC delivered and

Stromberg:

100

little detail like the roller wheels of

set up the machines within 10 to 14

tabletop machine is perfect for our

the C 300, which are equipped with

the CEO of MULTIVAC, I immediate-

ally place on a chamber machine?

days. We then had about one hour of

cooking school. Here, we vacuum

locking brakes. They are simply bril-

ly obtained some information about

Stromberg: For me it is important

instruction, after which we were able

smaller items such as duck breast,

liant. We have quite a steep incline in

the range of MULTIVAC chamber ma-

that the machine is efficient, flexible

to get going immediately.

vegetables or fish - in principle ev-

our kitchen and the machine remains

chines, and I decided relatively quick-

and easy to transport. We offer cater-

erything that one can cook with

stationary without any problems.

ly on the C 300 and C 100 chamber

ing services for large events through-

Where do you use the C 300?

sous vide. It is even sensible, in my

machine models.

out Europe; this means that we must

We use the C 300 for organis-

view, for an end consumer to consid-

Where do you see need for

small

C

be able to take the machine with us.

ing things for our restaurant, the

er purchasing this machine. I am an

improvement?

What convinced you?

In addition to this, it must be capable

KUTCHiiN, and as part of our catering

advocate of healthy eating - and that

Stromberg: That is really very difficult

Stromberg: We were delighted from

of being cleaned and operated easily.

activities. The machine undertakes

means “cooking for oneself”. With a

for me to answer even though I am

100 to 200 vacuum procedures per

C 100, one can organise the kitchen

somebody who pays great attention

the start with the manufacturing

quality

and the vacuum results are first

What requirements do you gener-

The

machine

that

meeting Hans-Joachim Boekstegers,

I had recently had the pleasure of

Your conclusion?

quality and tactile control of the ma-

What do you use the machines

day. We need an efficient machine,

wonderfully, as well as pre-cook-

to detail. The only thing that I would

chine. That had been clear from the

for?

particularly for the restaurant, and

ing and freezing the finished meals

perhaps like would be a drawer in the

very first information and instruction

Stromberg: We vacuum practically

the results are outstanding. The great

after they have been portioned and

substructure for the film pouches.

given by the sales adviser. I person-

all products before chilling or freez-

thing is that the C 300 is so mobile,

vacuumed. My grandmother used

We currently store these on a shelf

Thank you for the interview.
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APPETITE FOR FRESH
ANTIPASTI
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„FROM THE START, MULTIVAC HAS SUPPORTED US
WITH FLEXIBLE AND UNBUREAUCRATIC SOLUTIONS
FOR BUILDING UP OUR RANGE OF MACHINES.“

SITUATED IN ANDENNE IN WALLONIA, THE BELGIAN
COMPANY IDPAK PACKS ANTIPASTI AND OTHER TASTY
STARTERS FOR THE DOMESTIC MARKET.
In cooperation with Fournipac, a state-sponsored “entreprise de travail adapté
(ETA)”, IDPAK employs people in its production who are disadvantaged in some
way, and it deploys them according to their abilities on MULTIVAC packaging
machines. During its five-year partnership with MULTIVAC, the company has
been able to grow continuously and at the same time adapt its production
conditions flexibly to the needs of the staff. At the beginning of 2014 IDPAK
invested in the new T 600 traysealer model.

S
88

picy

goat’s

cheese

every month around 375,000 trays

wrapped in bacon, escar-

leave the factory in Andenne, which

gots, filled puff pastry prod-

IDPAK shares thanks to its coopera-

ucts and sweet soufflés:

tion since 2009 with Fournipac.

the tasty antipasti and snacks from

The fact that “small” IDPAK can

IDPAK are very popular with Belgian

assert itself so well in competition

consumers, meaning that demand

with large food producers should

is also high - particularly since the

not be taken lightly: the company

company offers its products in new

employs people who require very

and attractive packaging and knows

special inclusion and for whose pro-

how to differentiate itself in the retail

tection it is necessary to offer stress-

sector from the competition. IDPAK

free work. This places considerable

has been able to more than double

demands on the production environ-

its capacity in the last five years:

ment, particularly on the machinery
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used. CEO Dirk Maes sheds some

output and in particular, more flexibil-

then under consideration. The lat-

T 600 in all the required areas: the

cheese wrapped in bacon, escar-

IDPAK has been able to expand its

light on the challenge: “We orien-

ity,” recalls Estelle Willem, who is in

est technology on the machine, as

belt system was lengthened and the

gots or puff pastry products, which

production in the last five years, and

tate the tasks in production towards

charge of production. This meant the

well as the simple handling during

programs, which control the speed

are loaded by hand and packed at a

is now well equipped for the future.

the needs of our staff. This means

machines had to come from one sup-

production and die changes were

of the machine, were adjusted to the

low cycle speed - the T 600 operates

The final summary from CEO Dirk

for example, the speed and cycling

plier if possible, meaning the costs

the decisive factors when choosing

needs of IDPAK. Before the machine

at 30 to 36 trays per minute. The

Maes: “The traysealers have enabled

of our packaging machines must be

for servicing, spare parts and admin-

MULTIVAC. “The T 600 is equipped

was put into service, the design and

T 600 is very flexible when it comes

us to double our production capacity

capable of being adapted very flex-

istration could be minimised.

with the same display for the ma-

safety aspects underwent a further

to the choice of packaging concept:

and to pursue continual growth for

ibly to the product being packed, to

Today, five years later, IDPAK has

chine control as on the T 700 mod-

critical test with regard to possible

it can produce MAP packs with and

our company in the last five years.

the number of workers on the line

a highly modern array of machines

els. This makes changing between

risks for the operators - ensuring all

without LID film, Isopak skin packs

This technology has accompanied

and to the required output. It is only

with several MULTIVAC T 700 tray-

the lines much simpler, allowing staff

safety precautions met the require-

and also packs with the Slicepac

us throughout our development. We

in this way that we can re-establish

sealers and the latest T 600 model.

to master the process sequences

ments of this working environment,

concept. Various cutting tools permit

know that we can rely on MULTIVAC

every day a new work rhythm, which

Close and trusting cooperation has

on all the lines very easily,” explains

which is rather different from any or-

the manufacture of tray packages

for future challenges as well.”

enables the products to be manufac-

grown up with the Belgian subsid-

Bart Princen, Project Manager at

dinary working environment. “Before

both with protruding film (outside

tured on time, but which also reduc-

iary of MULTIVAC: “From the start,

MULTIVAC Belgium. Thanks to the

we embarked on this investment,

cut) and without it (inside cut). “We

es the stress load on our staff to a

MULTIVAC has supported us with

proven drawer system, die chang-

we had long consultations with

have learned how to fully utilise the

minimum.”

flexible and unbureaucratic solutions

es are very simple to carry out. The

MULTIVAC about which concrete

possibilities of this technology,” says

for building up our range of machines,”

control cabinet is also mounted on

adaptations were necessary in view

Estelle Willem, summing up the ma-

Partnership with MULTIVAC lays

reports Estelle Willem. IDPAK began

the side of this model, which has the

of the machine functions, as well as

chine’s flexibility. “The sophisticated

the foundation stone for success

their relationship with MULTIVAC by

advantage that electrical and pneu-

the types of product to be packed. It

machine concept - as regards both

renting machines - including labelling

matic components are centrally ac-

is our aim to always have state-of-

the mechanics and the electronics -

With the assistance of MULTIVAC, it

solutions from MULTIVAC Marking

cessible, which makes troubleshoot-

the-art technology. Although we are

has opened up new opportunities for

has been possible for IDPAK to grad-

& Inspection and gradually several

ing and other work much easier. The

‘only’ a small company compared

us to pack a wide range of different

ually build up an array of machines

T 700 traysealers. This enabled the

T 600 meets the highest hygiene

with the international MULTIVAC

products.”

since 2009 which meet these re-

company to become familiar with

standards and was developed in

Group, we are always treated on an

At the start, there were sever-

quirements and are both highly flex-

the technology and technical service

accordance

equal footing,” says Estelle Willem

al hurdels to overcome, some of

ible and homogeneous at the same

provided by MULTIVAC at a relatively

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™. The

with praise.

which were associated with the pro-

time, while offering uncomplicated

low cost. “In the final analysis, it is

machine is therefore capable of be-

operation and simple servicing. “At

not just about the machine but also

ing washed down completely. All

Flexible pack concepts for delicate

MULTIVAC customer service was

the beginning, we used machines

the support from the service techni-

hygiene critical parts and areas are

products

always quickly on site if there were

with a medium-sized capacity, but

cians,” emphasizes Estelle Willem.

easily accessible.

with

the

pioneering

duction situation at IDPAK. But the

questions or technical problems.

later we wanted to move step by

IDPAK gradually acquired several

In order to meet the special pro-

IDPAK has been using the new ma-

“This was of enormous help to us,”

step to packaging solutions which

T 700 traysealers; at the beginning

duction conditions at IDPAK, the

chine since Spring 2014, primarily

praises Estelle Willem.

would enable us to achieve higher

of 2014 the purchase of a T 600 was

packaging specialist adapted the

for delicate products such as goat

Thanks to its array of machines,
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CALF MEAT
ATTRACTIVELY
PACKED WITH
MULTIFRESH™
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EKRO IN APELDOORN IN THE DUTCH PROVINCE OF

Around 400,000 calves were slaugh-

GELDERLAND HAS BEEN OPERATING A LARGE ABAT-

tered in 2014 at Ekro, which has

TOIR SINCE 1990, AS WELL AS AN OUTSTANDINGLY

1994. The calf meat is delivered to

EQUIPPED BONING OPERATION SINCE 2001.

been part of the VanDrie Group since
domestic and foreign customers in
the retail, processing and catering industries, and it is supplied in a wide

Jos Rouwendaal, Meat Processing Manager at Ekro in Apeldoorn, is a very

range of units from whole animal

busy man with a clear vision. Whether it is about Ekro’s calf meat, about the

carcasses to ready-to-cook calf meat

“Safety Guard” quality control system of the VanDrie Group to which Ekro be-

products. Ekro has its own sales of-

longs, or about the new MULTIVAC R 275 thermoforming packaging machine,

fice for the Italian market, while Spain

Jos Rouwendaal cares passionately about every aspect of his daily work at the

and Portugal, as well as Greece, are

largest calf meat producer in the world.

served through sales agents.
Direct supply
“We have increased our focus on
consumer packs in recent years,
which we supply direct to retailers
for consumers who want high-quality
calf meat”, reports Jos Rouwendaal,
Meat Processing Manager at Ekro.
“Our Consumer Products Depart95
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ment is responsible for these sales.
The calf meat is portioned, spiced
in some cases, then packed under
modified atmosphere before being
sold under own label or brand name.
We also pack larger primal cuts in this
way for further abattoir processing. In
2014 for example, Ekro supplied calf
meat to branches of Metro in nine
countries. We supply Albert Heijn
and Jumbo supermarkets in the
Netherlands with consumer packs”.
The international demand for calf
meat is rising, and Jos Rouwendaal
adds: “Five percent of the calf meat
produced by Ekro remains in the
Netherlands, the remainder is exported. The export share has increased,
particularly exports to Germany. Italy remains by far Calf Meat Country
no. 1, but also in France, much more
calf meat is being eaten. The VanDrie
Group is currently making renewed
efforts to increase sales to the USA
where import restrictions for calf
meat are slowly being relaxed again.
China is similarly a sales market that
is up and coming, and we already export to the Middle East and Far East”.
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Safety Guard

the meat very tightly - one does not see any seal seams
or often even the upper web itself. Thanks to this ‘second

“Safety Guard” is the quality control system for all com-

skin’, the products have a fresher appearance and also a

panies within the VanDrie Group and, as Jos Rouwendaal

longer shelf life than even with MAP packs. The robust

explains, it forms the basis for all activities at Ekro. The

MultiFresh™ packs enable them to be packed in boxes

system is based on the international ISO 22000 standard,

quickly, and can also be stacked very efficiently, making

which contains requirements for producers that apply

them easier to transport. MultiFresh™ has long been

worldwide. The most important element of the system is

widespread for game and poultry, but now this type of

traceability over the entire production chain.

pack is also becoming more popular for meat products”.

“Safety Guard makes it possible to have complete

The demand for MultiFresh™ packs from retailers and

traceability of all the calf meat going through our boning

other customers is constantly growing. “We are current-

operation. For every single piece of calf meat, we can

ly conducting packaging tests for several customers on

immediately establish from which animal it comes and

the R 275 thermoforming packaging machine”, says Jos

in which stall it was born. The individual ear mark of the

Rouwendaal. “These customers currently still use MAP

calf is used to provide this information. The assignment of

packs and are considering whether they should change

the mark number to all the individual pieces of meats is

to MultiFresh™. In the retail sector however, such deci-

maintained at every change of location in the production

sions are not made from one day to the next, but rather

process”.

over the longer term. However, MultiFresh™ is particu-

Better skin packaging.
MultiFresh™ skin packs combine attractive product presentation with optimum product protection.
Thanks to the perfect interaction between packaging machine and packaging material, you can
produce vacuum skin packs with unique quality and cost-effectiveness.

larly well suited to high-value meat products, such as calf
MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs

meat”.

Ekro has extended its range of equipment in recent years

This article was published by Meat&Co.
(November 2014).

with a number of different MULTIVAC machines. Among
these, since 2014, is the R 275 thermoforming packaging machine which has an additional sealing station.
This means three types of pack are available to Ekro; a
MultiFresh™ skin pack, a MAP pack with modified atmosphere packaging (where only the second sealing station
is used) and a so-called twin-top-web pack. In the case of
this last pack version, the pack is sealed with an additional
upper web. This enables a herb mixture to be included
in the intermediate space between the two upper webs.
MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs are characterised by
a special upper web which drapes tightly over the product and covers the entire surface like a second skin. This
upper web is sealed to the complete surface area of the
lower web. Ekro also regularly uses the R 275 for producing MultiFresh™ packs. A wide range of different meat
products are packed in this way for the German discounter Aldi Nord, including ribeye and entrecôte of calf, as
well as marinated calf scallops and calf medallions.
“Up until March 2014, the meat products for Aldi
Nord were packed in the classic MAP pack, before it was
mutually agreed after discussion to make the change to
MultiFresh™”, says Jos Rouwendaal, who has a great deal
of experience in the special properties of MultiFresh™.
Fresh presentation
Jos Rouwendaal finds the new MultiFresh™ packs more
attractive and modern-looking than the traditional MAP
or skin packs. “With skin packs, the seal seams are still
visible after packing. With MultiFresh™ the film encloses
98
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OUT OF TWO MAKE
ONE: CHEESE PACKING
WITH PASSION
100

TWO YEARS AGO, THE DUTCH CHEESE PRODUCER ROUVEEN
KAASSSPECIALITEITEN REPLACED TWO OLDER CHAMBER
MACHINES WITH A HIGH-OUTPUT CHAMBER BELT MACHINE
FROM MULTIVAC.

Thanks to the good experience with the soft evacuation system of the B 510, the company has been able to extend its range of delicate cheese varieties.
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L

ike Switzerland, France and

iteiten can adjust the salt content of

Italy, the Netherlands is one

its cheese varieties to the particular

of the classic cheese coun-

wishes of its customers. “Salt gives

tries in Europe. In addition

the cheese taste and also has a pre-

to well-known sliced cheese variet-

serving effect”, explains Arjan Hoek-

ies such as Gouda, Edam or Maas-

man, who is responsible for the ma-

„INSTEAD OF JUST A
SUPPLIER, WE HAVE GAINED
A PARTNER, WHO ACTS IN
CONCERT WITH US.“

dam, the Netherlands also has a

turing process in the cheese factory.

wide range of much less well-known

After they have been in the brine

cheese specialities, which even to-

bath, the blocks must be packed in

day are produced with old traditional

vacuum pouches within 24 hours, so

hand-made methods.

that they do not dry out or become

One Dutch cheese producer,
which is famous for its particularly di-

contaminated with undesirable bacteria.

verse range, is Rouveen Kaasspecialiteiten. The company produces at its

Small capacity and process defi-

Rouveen and Molenschot sites more

ciencies give the impetus for new

than 400 different cheese varieties,

investment

among them those of the “Bastiaansen Bio” own brand. Annually some

Up to 2013 Rouveen Kaasspecialiteit-

150 million litres of milk from cows,

en used a chamber belt machine and

goats and - at special customer re-

a chamber machine with a soft vac-

quest - from buffalo are processed in

uum. Both machines were already

the cheese factories.

quite advanced in years and no lonthe

ger met the current requirements of

cheese blocks, which weigh up to

The

company

produces

the cheese producer: “The output of

16 kg, in several sizes and shapes -

less than four packs per minute with

round, rectangular, loaf-shaped and

the chamber belt machine was too

bar-shaped - and each batch can be

low for us. We were also not satis-

up to 1,000 kg. Essential nutrients

fied with the differential pressure

include calcium, lactic acid cultures

process on the chamber machine, on

and animal or vegetable lactic acid

which we packed our delicate herb

bacteria (LAB). Thanks to a modern

cheese and goat’s cheese varieties”,

brine system, Rouveen Kaasspecial-

says Arjan Hoekman, explaining the
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reasons that were soon to lead to

When looking at the packaging solu-

the vacuum chamber, so that the op-

weight or number of products vary.

a change of system. In addition to

tions on the market, the project

erators only have to slide the cheese

The procedure itself does not require

this, the cost-intensive operation of

team quickly decided on the B 510

blocks into the pouches. There were

any maintenance at all.

two different machines had become

chamber

from

certain challenges at the start of the

When compared with the two

a thorn in the side for Production

MULTIVAC. The model not only

project with regard to sealing differ-

previous packaging solutions, a lot

management. It was no surprise

has a roomy vacuum chamber with

ent pouch materials, but this hurdle

has changed for the better at Rou-

therefore, that the company looked

2 x 1,300 mm sealing bar length, but

was overcome to the satisfaction

veen Kaasspecialiteiten, and the de-

around for a new packaging solution.

it also achieves a speed of more than

of all.

cision at the time has proved today to

Instead of the previous two ma-

2.5 cycles per minute. The B 510

The chamber belt machine has

have been correct: “The B 510 is not

chines, the intention was that in fu-

can be loaded with three cheese

since been in use with the Dutch

only the best in terms of price-perfor-

ture just one high-output chamber

blocks per cycle, so that it was able

cheese producer for almost two

mance ratio. We also had the feeling

machine with SES would be used.

to meet the capacity required by the

years. Arjan Hoekman reports on ev-

throughout the entire course of the

The new packaging solution had to

manufacturer.

eryday production routine: “We have

project that MULTIVAC listened to

belt

machine

be able to achieve an output of six

The project team from Rouveen

had very good experience with this

us, acted on our wishes and always

to eight cheese blocks per minute, in

Kaasspecialiteiten also learned about

technology. The possibilities, which

tried to find the optimum solution.

other words be able to pack two to

the MULTIVAC Soft Evacuation Sys-

the B 510 has opened up for us,

Instead of just a supplier, we have

four times as many cheese blocks as

tem (SES), with which the B 510 is

are fantastic. The packaged product

gained a partner who acts in concert

the previous machines. The chosen

equipped. In contrast to a standard

looks much better because the seal

with us”, sums up Arjan Hoekman.

model also had to be able to pack a

evacuation process, it enables prod-

seam is stronger and the pouch neck

wide range of cheese varieties and

ucts to be vacuum packed without

shorter. The SES also functions more

block sizes in shrink bags: 80 differ-

exposing them to a high pressure

than reliably. The pack quality is ab-

ent rectangular cheese blocks with

difference. This allows delicate prod-

solutely consistent. The complaints

a size of up to 300 x 500 x 110 mm

ucts, such as cheese with holes, to

about open packs or changes in the

and a weight of up to 16 kilos, as

be packed safely and gently.

cheese structure have also gone

well as 30 different types of film-ma-

down. We have therefore been able

tured cheese in a round shape with a

Rouveen increases its range of

to increase our range of delicate

weight of up to 12 kilos. The shelf life

delicate cheese varieties

cheese varieties.

Following some tests with differ-

duction staff at all stages of the pro-

of the packaged products had to be
at least three months.
Rouveen
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The machine supports the pro-

Kaasspecialiteiten

ent cheese blocks and pouch sizes,

cess. It measures everything that

placed particularly high demands on

the decision was made at Rouveen

has to be measured in the course of

the quality of the soft vacuum for the

Kaasspecialiteiten in favour of the

the process, and it then shows the

new packaging solution. This technol-

B 510. The chamber belt machine is

parameters clearly on its graphic dis-

ogy is used to pack delicate cheese

equipped with an automatic trans-

play. As with all MULTIVAC chamber

varieties, such as goat’s cheese or

port conveyor. This allowed it to be

belt machines, the B 510 is equipped

cheese with holes in, as gently as

easily integrated into existing lines

with an intuitive operating concept.

possible under vacuum. “If the air

with third-party components, such as

All settings can be saved as a recipe.

is evacuated too quickly from the

the cheese producer’s brine system.

When it comes to using the SES, the

film pouch, the abrupt pressure dif-

No extra investment was required

desired target pressure in the small

ference that arises causes the holes

either for the vacuum pumps. Rou-

chamber and the required differential

in the cheese to expand, so that the

veen Kaasspecialiteiten was able to

pressure with the large chamber can

volume of the block increases. In the

continue to use its existing 2 x 250

be selected via the IPC06 industrial

case of very delicate cheese variet-

m3/h pumps. Today they are locat-

machine control of the B 510 cham-

ies, the structure of the cheese block

ed approximately 30 metres from

ber belt machine. No other mechan-

and rind can therefore be destroyed

the B 510.

ical settings are necessary with the

during vacuuming. We can then ob-

The loading process was acceler-

MULTIVAC SES. Parameters such

viously no longer sell this cheese”,

ated by the fact that the MULTIVAC

as chamber pressure and differen-

explains Arjan Hoekman.

technicians were able to implement

tial pressure can be stored for each

software integration with the exist-

product in the machine control and

MULTIVAC Soft Evacuation

ing semi-automatic pouch-feeding

can be called up at any time. In this

System: gentle and constant

unit. This prepares the correct pouch

way the procedure is reproducible

air supply

sizes on a precise cycle basis, and it

and reliable. A consistently high pack

then inserts them fully opened into

quality is also achieved, if the size,

1

2

3

1 The B 510 can
be loaded with
three cheese blocks
per cycle.
2 The B 510
features an intuitive
operation concept.

3 The loading
process was
accelerated by a
software integration
of the semi-automated pouch loading
device.
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IN THE CAFÉ DES AMIS, OWNER
GUILLAUME HANRIOT HAS BEEN
PREPARING DISHES VERY SUCCESSFULLY ACCORDING TO THE SOUS-VIDE
METHOD SINCE 2013.

A PARISIAN
SIDEWALK CAFE
IN MISSOURI

His guests are delighted with the quality of the food and
regularly award good reviews on the relevant Internet
platforms. In terms of technology, the cost is low: vacuum sealing of the dishes in a vacuum bag is carried out
by a compact chamber machine, and cooking occurs in a
water bath.

P

arkville, the picturesque town in the U.S. state
of Missouri, is the hometown of Guillaume and
Ingrid Hanriot. For many years, the two Frenchborn US citizens have been operating the Café

des Amis – a cozy bistro which serves a range of traditional and new dishes of French Haute cuisine. In addition
to sophisticated hors d’oeuvres, healthy salads and delicious crêpes, Guillaume and Ingrid Hanriot also serve unusual main dishes such as “mussels à la odile,” “braised
rabbit with Dijon mustard” and “pâté maison.” Its rustic
charm, exquisite service and freshly prepared food choices have made the Café des Amis well known far beyond
the borders of Missouri. The bistro is fully booked almost
every weekend down to the last of its 40 seats.
To fully meet the needs of every guest, the four-member team of chefs invests a great deal of time. In accor-

dance with this, the processes in the kitchen were elaborate. Café des Amis is owned and operated by Guillaume
Hanriot and his wife Ingrid Hanriot. Owner and chef
Guillaume Hanriot looks back: “We usually prepared the
entire dinner menu fresh every day. For special events
or parties where we were very busy, we often began
with the preparation two to three days in advance. However, we often had problems with assessing the correct
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amount with all dishes, which in turn meant that there

Precise and robust: chamber machine from

consistently high ratings by the plat-

were a great deal of leftovers.”

MULTIVAC

form users, who are also his guests,
to the perfect sous-vide cooking pro-

This is a situation that is found in many small catering
businesses; the biggest challenge is thus keeping costs

In terms of technology, the introduction of the new prepa-

cess and the newly structured kitch-

under control. If too much food is produced, the margins

ration concept was no big deal: In April 2013, the owner

en processes. “We now have more

are reduced, especially since the kitchen staff of the Café

of the Café des Amis purchased a C 200 chamber ma-

control regarding hygiene, invento-

des Amis had no way to preserve the excess production

chine. The entry-level model of the packaging specialist is

ry, consistency and costs. We have

for an extended period.

regarded on the market as robust, precise and extreme-

many less complaints, and virtually

ly efficient, and is suitable for a wide range of products,

none regarding the cuisine,” is the

film pouches and pouch sizes. With a footprint of just

conclusion of the restaurateur.

Sous-vide: exquisite food from the film pouch

50 x 36 centimetres and a weight of 70 kilograms, the
In early 2013, Guillaume and Ingrid Hanriot decided to ex-

C 200 is accommodated on a sturdy table in the kitchen

pand their kitchen operations to include the “sous-vide”

of Café des Amis, making it easily accessible for the daily

method, which also comes from France. In this method,

procedures. MULTIVAC product manager Michael Par-

meat, fish, and vegetables are sealed in a vacuum bag

rish describes other advantages of the compact model:

and then cooked at relatively low temperatures of 50

“Our table machines are the ideal packaging solution for

to 85 degrees Celsius in a water bath. Roast or infrared

small businesses. Thanks to their compact dimensions,

thermometers monitor the core temperature of the bag

they can be accommodated everywhere, and, like all our

contents.

chamber machines, they are very simple to operate. All

The new method quickly revolutionised the kitchen organisation in the Café des Amis: “We are now much more

settings can be saved as a recipe. This ensures that reproducible and reliable results are achieved.”

capable of preparing individual dishes in advance. In this

The C 200 is equipped with a vacuum sensor that

way, we were allowed to focus much more on the quality

measures the vacuum achieved in the chamber. This

of food,” says Guillaume Hanriot. “Since we package the

distinguishes it from other chamber machines which

raw foods and ingredients in vacuum bags, their shelf life

are usually equipped with a timer. The vacuum

has been extended to up to 30 days, provided the tem-

sensor ensures that there is always the same vacuum

perature in the refrigerator is around 2 degrees Celcius.

value in the chamber, thus ensuring reproducible, high-

Vacuum-packed food that has already been cooked has a

quality packaging.

shelf life of up to seven days, if kept at below 5 degree
Celcius.”

“The C 200 is pure quality. It is extremely reliable and
easy to use”, says the chef.

Since the vacuum bags are reliably sealed, neither the
liquids in the product nor the nutrients or flavours escape

HACCP plan

during the cooking process. Ingredients such as spices,
marinades or herbs give their flavours to the dish more

The proprietor of Café des Amis also received assistance

intensively with this cooking method; this allows the chef

from the local service office of MULTIVAC for the intro-

to use the ingredients more sparingly. Since the air is

duction of the necessary HACCP (Hazard Analysis and

largely removed from the film pouch during vacuuming,

Critical Control Points) concept. The packaging specialist

fish and meat stay fresh longer and are well protected

helped the staff of Café des Amis to make the processes

against discoloration and oxidation.

more efficient, safer and thus more cost-effective. A spe-

Thanks to sous-vide, the owner of Café des Amis can

cially created HACCP guide contains useful information.

now prepare the portions without being rushed and has a

“The structured introduction of methods for handling and

better handle on portion sizes – each dish has its precise

storing food has really opened my eyes as a manager.

weight. Even in terms of hygiene and logistics, the kitch-

The key factor was the training of my employees, who

en team benefits from the modern cooking method: the

need to understand and internalise the dangers of incor-

kitchen and refrigerator are cleaner because all the ingre-

rect handling. As a restaurant business, safety has the

dients are stored in sealed film pouches. The weekly in-

highest priority,” says Guillaume Hanriot.

1

2

ventory is faster and more accurate; now the staff simply
count the packs – they know the weight exactly and thus

Consistently positive customer feedback

precisely what is still available. “The sous-vide method is
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3

perfect for our small kitchen. Our profit margin is now sig-

The Café des Amis receives consistently high ratings and

nificantly higher, as we are able to offer premium cuisine

positive customer feedback. Users of the Internet plat-

with fewer leftovers and waste,” says Guillaume Hanriot,

forms Yelp and Urbanspoon gave the Café des Amis 4.5

explaining a further benefit.

out of 5 stars on average. Guillaume Hanriot attributes the

1 “The sous-vide
method is perfect for
our small kitchen”

2 The C 200 is
suitable for a wide
range of products
and pouches
3 “The C 200 is
pure quality”
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CATERING IN THE HIGH
MOUNTAIN RANGES
COMPASS PACKS MEALS FOR CANTEENS AT MINES IN THE CHILEAN ANDES WITH
CHAMBER MACHINES FROM MULTIVAC.
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THE COMPASS GROUP WAS ACTUALLY LOOKING FOR A NEW POUCH PACK THAT
WOULD ALLOW COOKED MEALS TO BE TRANSPORTED AND THEN REHEATED,
WITHOUT THE SEAL SEAMS COMING OPEN.
However MULTIVAC not only fulfilled these requirements, but also enabled cost savings to be made: the new film
pouches are made of a robust PA/PE laminate and can be stacked on pallets more tightly than before. This reduces the
number of transport containers required and therefore also the transport costs.

T

he Compass Group, which

A Compass subsidiary in Chile for

was founded in 1914, is

example supplies healthy meals to

an international provider of

the employees at an ore mine, which

property management and

is located more than 4,000 metres

catering services. The company has

above sea level in the Andes.

more than 500,000 employees in 50
countries and an annual turnover of

Pouch packs for varying portion

around 22 billion US dollars. As one

sizes

of the largest catering groups in the
world, Compass manufactures and

“We cook a wide range of different

packs some four billion meals per

meals for the mine workers, such as

year in Europe, North America, Latin

meat and vegetables, noodles and

America and Asia and these meals

rice, soups and sauces. We use film

are delivered worldwide - even to

pouches for packing these, since we

the most remote corners on earth.

can process all the orders with this
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sealing height, different products
can be packed in various pouch sizes without lengthy conversion of the
machine.
“The introduction of a new packaging solution has paid off for Compass in every respect”, says Luisa
Lobos in summary. She cites the
most important improvement as
the durable packs, thanks to which
losses due to burst seal seams are a
thing of the past. The fact that the robust film pouches can even be filled
with hot meals gives Compass two
other benefits: firstly, a lot of time
is saved by not having the cooling
phase, and secondly the shelf life of
the packed food has been increased
to five days due to hot packing. But
that is not enough for Luisa Lobos:
“The

MULTIVAC

service

techni-

cians helped us to exploit in full
the potential of our new packaging
solution: thanks to our new spacesaving method of packaging, we can
fit more pallets than previously into a
container, so that we also save money on transport. We can pass on this
price benefit to our customers and
method without having to convert

al solutions, the project managers

for films and consumable materials

reports Luisa Lobos on the test runs

food products gently and reliably.

therefore continue to retain our com-

the packaging machine every time. It

at the subsidiary in Santiago de

at MULTIVAC Chile, advised the cus-

at MULTIVAC, which took place in

Since the sealing temperature on the

petitiveness”.

is sufficient with pouch packing just

Chile requested information from

tomer on the selection of suitable

the search for a suitable material.

two chamber machines can be set

to have the different pouch sizes to

MULTIVAC about the possibilities of

packaging material, and summariz-

Eventually one film proved to be du-

very precisely, users can rely on the

hand”, says Luisa Lobos, Category

filling the food hot into film pouches.

es the criteria as follows: “Because

rable enough and this had a compo-

high quality of the double-seam sev-

Manager at Compass, explaining the

This was required not just for trans-

the film pouches at Compass are

sition of polyethylene on the inner

er sealing.

process used.

portation but also for later reheating.

exposed to three different tempera-

side and polyamide on the outer

The catering group does not de-

The most important requirement

ture ranges and enormous variations

side. “We introduced intensive qual-

More robust, longer shelf life,

liver the meals in a warm state to the

of the catering group was that all

in altitude, the seal seams must

ity control at the same time as the

more compact

remote areas. The food for the min-

the pouches had to be permanently

remain sealed at temperatures be-

new film, so that we could quickly

ing staff for example was allowed to

sealed. “Our experience had shown

tween 0 and 100 °C and must be

eliminate any weak points that might

Having made the decision for one

cool off after cooking, because the

that the seal seams are the weak

able to withstand pressure differ-

arise, and we now have the ideal

tabletop machine and one double

transportation pouches that had been

point of pouch packs. We repeated-

ences between 600 and 1000 mbar”.

solution thanks to the outstanding

chamber machine, Compass has

used previously were not heat-resis-

ly had complaints about losses, be-

When the pouches are filled with the

support of MULTIVAC”, says Luisa

the right machine for every order

tant. The canteen cooks then had

cause the seams were not hundred

hot meals, they are exposed briefly

Lobos with satisfaction.

volume. The compact C 200 with its

to unpack the food again before it

percent sealed, or they had opened

to very great heat between 90 and

Since the middle of 2013 Com-

chamber height of 150 mm is suit-

could be reheated. “We wanted to

during transport”, says Luisa Lobos,

100 °C. They are transported and

pass has been filling and packing

able for smaller quantities, while the

accelerate and simplify this process.

explaining the problems with the pre-

stored at 0 to 5 °C, and before be-

around 80,000 of these durable film

C 500 impresses with its efficiency:

This meant that transportation packs

vious solution.

ing served they must withstand a

pouches per month on a MULTIVAC

while a film pouch is being loaded

temperature of 80 °C for two hours.

C 500 double chamber machine and

in the one chamber, the packaging

Extreme conditions for seal

“The reheating in particular posed a

on a compact C 200. Both models

procedure is running in the second

seams

trial of strength in the truest sense

are equipped with automatic, pro-

chamber. Thanks to sealing bars that

of the word for the seal seams -

gressive ventilation, allowing them

can be quickly changed and filling

the film pouches kept on bursting”,

to pack either soft, liquid or delicate

plates for adapting the pouch to the

were required, in which one could reheat the food”.
Since MULTIVAC is well-known
in the food sector as a reliable partner with high-quality and individu114

Nelson Morales, Product Manager
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CHRISTIAN TRAUMANN, CFO OF MULTIVAC, WAS
ELECTED IN THE MIDDLE OF FEBRUARY AS CHAIRMAN
OF THE FOOD PROCESSING AND PACKAGING MACHINERY ASSOCIATION WITHIN THE VDMA (GERMAN ENGINEERING FEDERATION).

He has been actively involved on the Board of the Association since 2005. In
future, Christian Traumann will also represent the interests of this sector on
the Main Board of the VDMA. With approximately 300 member companies,
the Food Processing and Packaging Machinery Association is one of the largest associations in the VDMA.

Mr. Traumann,

why

did

you

become involved in the VDMA?

C

hristian

Traumann:

raw materials, such as packs with
a high proportion of paper or packs

Be-

with a “paper feel”. Another trend is

cause it is only through a

the individualisation of packs for dif-

strong and well organised

ferent consumer groups. This leads

body that the interests

to smaller batch sizes and to a rising

of the often small or medium-sized

demand for packaging machines,

companies in the industry can get

which can be converted easily.

the necessary hearing with politicians and the public.

Where do you see the most
important tasks in future for

“I WOULD LIKE TO CONTINUE DRIVING
INTERNATIONALISATION FORWARD,
PARTICULARLY IN THE DIRECTION
OF AFRICA.”

What goals have you set for your-

the sector?

self in this function?

Traumann: Effectively supporting the

Traumann: I would like to continue

three megatrends of this century -

driving internationalisation forward,

population growth, urbanisation and

particularly in the direction of Africa.

the rising demand for good-quality

As regards the area of innovation, I

and healthy food - through the tech-

regard the protection of intellectual

nology offered by our sector.

property as an important topic, both
at the technological and international
level.
Do you currently see certain trends
in food packaging?
Traumann: One trend is going in the
direction of convenience solutions
which make the life of the consumer easier, such as portion packs or
oven-ready packs. At the same time
however, the saving of resources is
a topic that is gaining in importance.
We are noticing an increasing demand for packs made of renewable
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DID YOU
KNOW IN
FACT,
THAT MULTIVAC OFFERS YOU MANY POSSIBILITIES
FOR INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR
PACKAGING EQUIPMENT?

T

he reduction of machine

the three factors of availability, out-

downtime and the increase

put and quality. Monitoring the Over-

in throughput are two im-

all Equipment Effectiveness is an ef-

portant

variables

ficient instrument for systematically

for increasing the efficiency of pack-

control

detecting the potential for optimisa-

aging procedures. The scope for ac-

tion. Often the capacity of a machine

tion extends much further than this,

is not fully utilised. Unplanned delays

however - overall equipment effec-

and downtime, long conversion and

tiveness is the name of the magic

cleaning times or the production of

formula.

faulty product are just some of the

OEE (or Overall Equipment Ef-

causes. Thanks to its sophisticated

fectiveness) has become well estab-

packaging machines and their intel-

lished in many branches of industry

ligent process and die technology,

as a key indicator for measuring the

MULTIVAC uses an integrated ap-

added value of a machine or a com-

proach to support its customers in

plete line system. OEE is made up of

optimising the Overall Equipment
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Effectiveness of their installed packaging solutions.

planned production output.
It is also of interest when calcu-

Fact: Whoever wants to in-

lating the overall equipment effec-

crease their Overall Equipment Ef-

tiveness to see how many packs are

fectiveness needs, above all, reli-

produced with a certain recipe. The

able information from the process.

“quality factor” is used to determine

An established constituent part of

the number of packs which do not

MULTIVAC’s packaging machines is

meet the quality requirements, as

therefore effective production data

well as the number of packs that

acquisition in the machine control.

must be separated out. It shows the

This collects all the relevant param-

ratio of good packs to reject packs.

eters over a period of 90 days and,

It is absolutely essential for op-

having saved these, it makes them

timising overall equipment effec-

available to the user at the press of a

tiveness to have full knowledge of

button in the form of simple graphics,

faults, duration of downtime and

lists or a PDF. Production data acqui-

reasons for downtime. MULTIVAC’s

sition gives a quick view of utilisation

production data acquisition provides

times, as well as measuring the ac-

a detailed message overview which

tual loading and analysing in detail all

also includes notices and warnings.

faults and sources of lost production.

All the data is saved in a data-

The user-friendly application is

base and transferred to the HMI. The

structured in the four menu items

HMI 2.0 provides a convenient user

of Machine effectiveness, Message

interface with intuitive operator guid-

overview, Reports and Settings. It

ance via a large LCD touch panel by

logs machine status, machine modes

which all the processes in the auto-

and sub-modes, faults, warnings, no-

matic packaging operation can be

tices, recipes, packs, downtime rea-

precisely controlled and monitored.

sons and synchronisations. By using

It can be operated without problems,

the filters for time period, recipes

even by unskilled personnel. This

and shifts, the user can narrow down

means process reliability increases

the large amount of data to exactly

significantly since downtime due to

those values which he wants to view

incorrect operation is a thing of the

and compare.

past, as is the lack of knowledge

In the case of the category for
machine effectiveness, the machine

Simply pack better.
The compact R 085 thermoforming packaging machine makes the purchasing
decision easy for you. With the technology, which is proven 10,000 times over,
its unique Hygienic Design™ and MULTIVAC’s performance capability, simply
opt for the better solution.

about the possibilities offered by the
packaging machine.

history is depicted completely and
clearly in the form of both lists and
diagrams. The so-called “availability factor” measures production
that is lost due to unplanned machine

downtime. The

availability

factor is calculated from the actual
and planned production history, i.e.
the time of main utilisation and the
planned occupancy time. The “output
factor” relates to the running time
of the machine and gives complete
transparency to any loss of production due to a discrepancy between
actual and planned production numbers or to small breakdowns and noload operation. It is the result from
the actual production history and the
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TRADE FAIR CALENDAR

to

City

Country

Trade fairs

from

to

City

Country

Wine and Food 2015

15-04-01

15-04-01

Varna

Bulgaria

28th Interphex Japan

15-07-01

15-07-03

Tokyo

Japan

Congreso Internacional de la Carne

15-04-15

15-04-16

México D.F.

Mexico

15-04-15

15-04-16

Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Envase / Alimentek 2015

15-08-04

15-08-07

Buenos Aires

Argentina

15-04-15

15-04-17

Tokyo

Japan

Tecnocarne

15-08-11

15-08-13

São Paulo

Brazil

Food Industry

15-04-15

15-04-17

Krasnodar

Russia

15-08-19

15-08-21

Tokyo

Japan

The 40th Japan Meat Industrial Fair 2015

15-04-15

15-04-17

Tokyo

Japan

The 17th Japan International Seafood &
Technology Expo

Farm Shop & Deli Show

15-04-20

15-04-22

NEC, Birmingham

UK

Expo Alimentaria

15-08-26

15-08-28

Lima

Peru

Medtec

15-04-21

15-04-23

Stuttgart

Germany

Seafood

15-04-21

15-04-23

Brussels

Belgium

AsiaFood Expo

15-09-01

15-09-01

Manila

Philippines

Bta. 2015

15-04-21

15-04-24

Barcelona

Spain

MULTIVAC Academy

15-09-02

15-09-03

Sofia

Bulgaria

Wisc. Cheese

15-04-22

15-04-22

Madison

USA

iba

15-09-12

15-09-17

Munich

Germany

Petfood Forum

15-04-27

15-04-28

Kansas City

USA

Swiss Medtech Expo

15-09-15

15-09-16

Lucerne

Switzerland

15-09-15

15-09-18

Chicago

USA

APRIL

EMPACK 2015
Dessert Sweets & Drink Festival 2015

IPhEB & CPhl

15-04-27

15-04-29

Saint Petersburg

Russia

Process Expo

Djazagro

15-04-27

15-04-30

Algiers

Algeria

Verpackungssymposium 2015

15-09-17

15-09-18

Kempten

Germany

Polagra-Tech

15-09-21

15-09-24

Poznan

Poland

NAMPO

15-05-12

15-05-15

Bothaville

South Africa

MEAT EXPO (Meat & Fresh)

15-09-27

15-09-30

Kortrijk

Belgium

15-09-28

15-09-30

Las Vegas

USA

15-05-12

15-05-15

Ilsan

Korea

Afro Packaging

15-05-14

15-05-17

Cairo

Egypt

Pharma Expo

15-09-28

15-09-30

Las Vegas

USA

National Restaurant

15-05-16

15-05-19

Chicago

USA

FachPack

15-09-29

15-10-01

Nuremberg

Germany

Expo Empaque Norte

15-05-20

15-05-22

Monterrey

Mexico

MAY

Seoul Food 2015

PackExpo (PMMI)

PPMA

15-09-29

15-10-01

NEC, Birmingham

UK

15-09-30

15-10-01

Brussels

Belgium

Professional Foodservice, Industry & Creation 15-05-20

15-05-22

Fukuoka

Japan

EMPACK

Tecnofrigorifico

15-05-27

15-05-29

Nordeste

Brazil

AllPack Indonesia

15-09-30

15-10-03

Jarkarta

Indonesia

EPMT / EPHJ / SMT

15-06-02

15-06-06

Geneva

Switzerland

The Restaurant Show

15-10-05

15-10-07

London

UK

EastPack

15-06-09

15-06-11

New York

USA

BAKEPOL

15-10-10

15-10-13

Lublin

Poland

15-10-10

15-10-14

Cologne

Germany

15-06-09

15-06-12

Tokyo

Japan

United Fresh

15-06-10

15-06-11

Chicago

USA

JAPAN PACK 2015

15-10-13

15-10-16

Tokyo

Japan

Malaysian International Food & Beverage Trade 15-06-11
Fair

15-06-13

Kuala Lumpur

Malaysia

Süffa

15-10-18

15-10-20

Stuttgart

Germany

Foodtec

15-10-19

15-10-21

Beijing

China

Achema

15-06-15

15-06-19

Frankfurt

Germany

Scanpack

15-10-20

15-10-23

Gothenburg

Sweden

Expo Pack

15-06-16

15-06-19

México D.F.

Mexico

CARNEXPO

15-10-21

15-10-24

Bucharest

Romania

RosUpack

15-06-16

15-06-19

Moscow

Russia

Gulfood Manufacturing 2015

15-10-27

15-10-29

Dubai

UAE

Indagra

15-10-28

15-11-01

Bucharest

Romania

SAPPORO PACK 2015

15-06-17

15-06-19

Sapporo

Japan

Propak Asia

15-06-17

15-06-20

Bangkok

Thailand

American Association of Meat Processing

15-06-18

15-06-20

Springfield, IL

USA

Fispal Tecnologia

15-06-23

15-06-26

São Paulo

Brazil

Taipei Pack

15-06-24

15-06-27

Taipei

Taiwan

JUNE

FOOMA 2015

Anuga Foodservice
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